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, ,. :vandalism is Iricreasing at -Law SChOOl
by Idelle Abrams

Vandalism at · the University
of Buffalo has been a serious
problem since the . Amherst
Campus opened. At one point
vandals were responsible for
up to $10,000 worth of damage
a month in the Ellicott Complex.
While · figures like these are
startling enough, the current
spate of vandalism in the Law
School, with its racist, sexist,
and homophobic overtones, is
even more disturbing.
. Two recent incidents occur
red in classrooms on the first
floor. In one, raciaf slurs were
wriJten on the desk in the front
of the room. The other occur
resice involved ·vandalism of a
movie screen, on which racial
comments had been written on
the front and sexist comments

on the back.
The administration respond
ed quickly in both cases. The
first instance was taken care of
by alerting housekeeping, who
scrubbed off the graffiti. The
second incident was handled
by retracting the movie screen
andi'-disconnecting the switch,
rendering the screen immobile
until it can be replaced.
In other _instances, various
forms of vandalism have been
directed at · the Gay Law Stu
dents Organization (GLSO).
GLSO put up large banner post
ers publicizing their Open
House earlier in the semester.
By the next day, the sign in the
mailroom had been torn down,
the one outside the Law Library
had been ripped in half. and de-

rogatory comments had been
scrawled on the poster outside
tlie Moot Court Room on the
first floor. The same comments
were also written on the sign
on the door to the GLSO office.
"It's demoralizing," said Brett
Gilbert, president of the Stu
dent Bar Association and mem
ber of GLSO. "Lots of time was
spent _making the signs." It is
also upsetting to Gilbert that
people are "trying to stop us
from getting our message up."
Actions like these also "make it
scarier for the person in the
- clos.et," -Gilbert said.
Last year, in an incident also
directed at GLSO, Eduardo
Mejias, another member of
GLSO, caught a law student rip
ping down a GLSO sign. Mejias

confronted the student and
asked him to put the poster
back. The student, who was
with his friends, laughed, taking
it as a joke, but "turned colors"
-and apologizect profusely when
he realized Mejias was serious.
As a result of this experience,
Mejias believes that anyone
who sees something like this
happening "should take the in
itiative. What started out as a
joke turned out to be a very em
barrassing situation" for this
student.
Mejias' experience of actually
catching someone while they're
vandalizing property is un
usual. Vandalism . is general
ly done when there are no wit
nesses and it's difficult to dis
cover later on who is responsi-

ble. This also makes it difficult
for the administration to re
spond. "You can't tell who did
it based on the graffiti," said
Aundra Newell, Assistant Dean
for Student Affairs. "If you
could identify the people,"
Dean Wade Newhouse said,
"then you could do something.
But without that, there's no way
to solve the problem. I deplore
that it happens but don't know
what the administration can do
about it."
It is also impossible to say
that law students are the only
ones responsible for the van
dalism. "The graffiti has evi
denced itself here (in ·the Law
School), but we don't know who
did it," Newell said. " You have
continued on page /4
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Law Library Crowding to Increase with UGC
by Susan Clerc
·
Study space in the Law Li brary will become even harde.r
to find if proposed construction
in the Undergraduate Library is
approved, said Law Library Director Ellen Gibson .

.
Twb hundred seats would be
eliminated at UGL to make
room for administrative, offices
for the newly-formed Undergraduate College. " We would
anticipate that there would be

Will study space be a luxury?

.,
more pressure not only on the
spine and the study commitLaw Library but also the other
tee's lack of definitive space re libraries" on campus as stuquirements provoked letters of
dents try to find new places to
protest from individual faculty
study, said' Gibson .
members and the Libra ry Fae- ·
The recommendation to conulty
Executive Committee .
vert . 20 percent •.of UGl,!s, first , Aside-from the cl-aim of urge_r,ioy
floor into offices ·came trbm the
and need for a central location,
UGC Space Study Committee 's · oppon~nts o.f th e proposal also
point out t hat library space, due
Fin al Report, written September 25. The committee wa s
to speci al stru ctural requireappo inted by Vice Provost for
m ents, is extrem ely expe nsive
Undergraduate
Education
and offices don 't need th e same
James Bunn and chaired by
f eatures . Opponents also said
Dennis Malone of th e Enginee rthat offices will become avail ing School.
able in Talbert wh en the Stu.9ent
Using "a cost/benefit analy- · Associati on ~oves to the Stu1 sis," the committee chose th e
dent Activities Cente r.
UGL site as the least intrusive
Final decision on wh eth er to
approve the pl an has bee n post'
alternative that met the criteria
of immediate availability and a
poned until December 5, and
further study on wh ere to put
central position on the academic spine, " spiriality" as the
UGC offi ces will probably be recommittee termed it.
commended . The Faculty SeUGC's dem and fo r imnate
Executive Comm ittee
mediate placement on th e
heard several reports urg ing

·
.
further study and will consider
a formal proposal on another
study when it meets again
today.
Chairman Claude Welch said
that he was " absolutely conii dent- thl'!\ : t h_ere ~ ill •?,e B.:_r.18',
study of space needs for UGC
and equally confident that th e
terms of reference lspac~ on
the spine by fall 1987] w ill differ
from th ose of the prev ious com mittee ."
Concerne d w ith th e im pact
on the Law Library if the
takeo ver does gp th ro ugh, the
Law 'Schoo l Li b rary Com mitt ee
discussed pla ns to cope wi th a
fl ood of unde rgraduates and requested the SBA form ul ate " a
strong respo nse" to loss of Iibrary space .
Speaking at th e November 24
SBA meeting , Library Committee student re presentative Lisa
c·,mtinueil on,pugr: I.J

Increased -Competitiveness Marks Moot Court
by Zulma A. Bodon
'
Compared to last year, there ·
were three major differences in
this year's Moot Court Competition: 1) the number of participants ; _2) the scoring ; and, 3)
the level of competit iveness
and enthusiasm .
The attrition rate was signifi-_
cantly higher this year. According to Robin Checkla, Moot
Court Board Director, "probably 160 picked up the problem
and only 94 people competed
this year; last year 165 people
bl
. d 124
. k d
h
pie e up t e pro em an
cbmpeted."
The fact that a smaller ,
number ofteams chose to compete made this year's competi t ion more manageable. " l think
(this year) was a little less hectic
due to the fact that last year we
had 62 teams (competing) .and
this year we had 47," said Moot
Court Boa·rd memb~r Paul Karp.
When asked if the high dropo&t rate was due to the way th e
issues in the problem were divided, ·checkla
responded ,

" People in the competition took
it upon themselves to change
the order in which the Court certified the questions. One part·
ner was going to do issues 1
and 3, and another partner was
going to do issues 2 and 4. So
we put out a memo a couple of
weeks into the problem (explaining) that one partner had to
address questions 1 and 2, and ·
one partner had to address
.
3
d 4"
quest ions an
•
This order, she m aintained,
was
necessary
for three
reasons. First, because that was
the order in wh ich the questions were certified. Second, it
preserved the intended flow of
the arguments. Third, and more
importantly, it prevented oertain issues from overlapping .
" There were two issues that
tended to overlap ·and if one
partner did both there wa s a
tendency -to totally ignore one
issue . We did not want th at to
happen, " said Checkla.
She furthe r explained that

.
r
derstandmg cause~ bad fee mg
among some participants, t_he
high attrition cannot be at;tributed to the way in which th e
·
were arranged
issues
·
~ seco,nd major _d_ifference in
this ~ear s compet1t1on was ~he
scoring . The Boa rd •recognizing
th t there were a lot of proba
lems in th e way th e scores were
calculated laS t year, decide? to
implement a new computerized
system to help with the rank.
.
.
1
mgs a nd th e scorings. This a ·
lowed them to prevent many of
the mistakes committed last

even though two issues could
overlap, they were very distinct
and thus people were expected
to see that. " This caused a
·
l
f
tnmor furor because a ot -o
pec;>ple had broken the problem
as 1 and 3, and, 2 and 4, " sa id
Checkla. But according to Karp,
even though this misun -

I

.I
Moot Cour.t Competitor
Camille Wicher

year.
Checkla explained that " there
were a lot of screw-ups with the
scoring, very serious screw-ups
(last year) to the point of requi r
ing a coupl e of teafTls to argue
an extra round when in fact they
did not have to. " This, she said,
happened because la~ yeij~s
scoring commht ee did not pay
close enough attenti0n to this
aspect of th e competition . But
more importantly, the u.se of

t
th ·
ear's
comp~ ers gave . is Y
committee an obvious advantage. Fortu~ately, th 1s new systern of scoring and ranking will
become a permanent compo.
.
ff
nent '" th e operation
utu r-e
co;:;:~t~~~;s. of the Board

°
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by Krista Hughes
widely-read periodicals such as
After the initial delays in its
formation, the De"an Search
the New York Times. The state
Committee has gotten its bear
ment will essentially announce
ings and is now working at find 
ing a new dean for the Law
School.
According to student repre
sentatives Jim Hayden and Kyle
Maldiner, the Comn•ittee is
composed of success-oriented
people who are dedicated to
finding a good dean .
The present Committee does
not seem hampered by ttie fail 
ure of the last Dean Search . In
Jim Hayden
stead, there is a feeling that .
they can, and will , learn from
that there is an opening for a
dean and indicate the qualities
past mistakes and simply
plunge forward . It is Jim
sought. According to Hayden,
Hayden 's feeling that there is
the journals and newspapers
only so much that one can learn
are "not a really significant
from the past : "I have a ten
forum, but they are a way to get
dency to just do it," rather than
publicized ." . Probably the pri 
mary method of recruitment
dwell on what others have
done.
will be through faculty contacts.
One reason for the general
In formulating its position
feeling of optimism is that the
statement the Committee has
Committee has decided to mine
made a concerted effort not to
be specific. This is an attempt
some non-traditional sources in
to open the search to as many
searching for dean candidates.
different kinds of people as pos
Rather than looking only for
°Law School administrators, the
sible . The Committee is not list
ing specific " requirements "
Committee will also consider
such individuals as current
that each potential candidate
must fulfill , but is rather listing
practitioners or those working
"p references ." They" are not
in government.
even requiring a law degree .
Presently the Committee is
According to Kyl e Maldiner,
formulating a posi tion state
" Because the !Law] School is
ment which will be published
non -traditional, we 'd be willing
in various law journals and

to find someone non-traditiona,I
Ito be dean]."
Both Hayden and Maldiner
see student input as very neces
sary to the Dean Search pro
cess. Already they have sought
student comments through the
use of a survey, which was distri
buted to all mailboxes. While
only 70 people responded, .
some central concerns and
ideas did arise.
The first question on the sur
vey asked what are the top two or
three priorities to which a dean
should devote his or her attention . The most frequent answer
was that a dean should concentrate on improving the reputa
tion of UB Law School so that
it is better able to attract the
best students and faculty. How
ever, Maldiner remarked that
no one suggested how a dean
might do this. The other con
cern ~ hich was seen as a top
priority to students was cur
riculum - improving
the
course selection so that there is
a wider diversity. Many stu
dents added that it would be im
portant to maintain an open
academic environment and
continue with the "Buffalo
Model."
Second on the survey was a
question as to the qualities and
characteristics which students
thought were important in a
dean .
Besides
aggressive

leadership and strength of
character, students also want a
dean who is accessible, warm
towards students, and sensitive
to their n-eeds-as people.
· The last question on the sur
vey asked what kind of back
ground students thought a
dean should have. This ques-

Kyle Ma/diner

tion produced the widest diver
sity of answers. A ' strong
academic background was the
most frequently mentioned, but
students also wanted to see
someone with experience in
practice, business or adminis
tration. Only two students
suggested that the next dean
should be or have been the
dean of another law school.
The survey was conducted
solely upon the initiative of Mal
diner and Hayden, and their fel 
low Committee members were
not even aware that one had
been conducted until quite re
cently . Some members were
apparently concerned that such
a survey would essentially
serve to narrow down the po-

tential set of candidates. How
ever, that was never intended;
the survey was more a way to
find out what students are
thinking, and it "just shQws that
students want a focus for the
school."
Because student input is so
important, and because Mal
diner and Hayden are repre
senting student concerns on
the Committee, they will be
coming back when the Dean
Search is farther along to get
more student feedback.
Once the Committee's posi
tion statement has been pub
lished the Com111ittee will start
generating lists of potential
candidates and will start con
tacting, people who may want
to interview here. Probably the
earliest any candidates will
begin coming to the Law
School would be February or
March.
The Committee is planning
on meeting every Thursday,
even over the semester break,
until it is no longer necessary
to meet so often. Maldiner
notes that, despite the variety
of concerns represented by
each of the members of the
Committee, a good working re
lationship has developed, and
despite the failure of the last
dean , search, there is a feeling
of genuine optimism that a
good dean will be found .

Law Day Explores Law in the 21st Century
by Zulma A. Bodon
" Lift every voice and sing "
was Professor Kelly Parker' s re
sponse to the theme of this
year's Law Day - " Law and the
21st Century : Making the Differ
ence."
Law Day was sponsored by
the Black Law Students Associ 
ation (BLSA) on Saturday,
November 8 at UB Law School.

But the essence of his message is that there is a need for
collective action based. on an
agenda supporting some kind
of people's movement. " There
is a way that you can lift all of
your voices : having an agenda .
Once you have an agenda, the
folks will be out there with you
because they know where their
interests lie," Parker concluded .

Dean Wade Newhouse

The purpose of Law Day, said
In his welcoming remarks,
Dean Wade Newhouse adBLSA President Gregg Jackson,
"is to attract minorities into the
dressed the theme of the day
by asking : "Can law make the
legal profession in general, and
to UB in particular."
difference? Has law ,made the
Parker is a professor of law
difference for Black people and
at Columbia Law School and a
other minorities in this nation?"
political activist. His keynote
In addressing these two questions, he recounted history duraddress centered around Black
music as a form of unwritten,
in_
g the span of his adult life as
a law professor in order to respoken law : "If you read those
mind us of the changes in our
songs, you get one kind of message. I read them as constitu society brought by Brown v.
tional text, constitutional law."
Board of Education II.
Songs written by slaves, said
Brown, Newhouse said, did
Parker, constitute African· legal
make a change, yet there is so
history and thus it is in that hismuch remaining that should be
tory that all the answers are to
changed. Racism is still depressingly pervasive in our soci be fouhd in the 21st Century.
" We have to, in the 21st cen·ety." But the expressed optury, develop a tradition of
timism about the future in that
lawyers who are consistent
it is realistically possible ',' to
with that long history and who
think of new differences which
are doing someth ing to make
will move us eveo further from
history instead of letting hi story
the rece nt past."
make us.•··
He · also believes that law rsPage two The Opinion December 3, '1 986

not the only vehicle through
which changes can be achieved .
The human element is, and
must be, an integral part. In his
words, "The simple existence
of law is not enough , people
make differences and law is but
an' instrument that people may
use to make good, but also bad,
differences."
Whether these differences
turn out to be good or bad will
depend on "the wisdom and
the choices that you make, and
your ability to transcend the
human conditions of greed,
selfishness and intolerance
toward others who are not dif
ferent or who are different."
He further stressed the im
portance of creating alliances :
" Your salvation depends on
working together, rising above
racism ."
Assistant
Dean
Aundra
Newell spoke on the Buffalo
Model and on .the admissions
process. She gave a " Reader's ·
Digest version" of the Buffalo
Model which she described as
a comprehensive approach to
legal studies, one which fo
cuses " not only on _
l egal rules,
but also on the social, political
and intellectual context in
which those rules operate."
The first morning panel was
composed of three UB law pro
fessors: Charles Carr, Judy
Scales-Trent and Jack Hyman.
Although Hyman recognized
that the law is not goi'h g to
chi) ge the character of oJu r so
ciety, he agreed with Dean
Newhouse that it is still possible for the law to make some
difference.
More importantly, Hyman
stressed the need for more
qualified minorities in the profession . "I think it is important
that the number of competent
minority lawyers be increased
and the (Legal Methods) program we have at this school has
been designed in order to make
some contribu~ion to that end ." • ' ,

Professor Carr shared his op
timistic views about what
minorities can gain from the
legal profession . "Law school
should be an exciting possibil
ity for you in the sense that I
can think of no area of study
that you can enter in where you
will have more latitude in terms
of what you might want to do."
He further noted that al
though not everyone who
finishes law school wants to
practice law, "the education
you get is so broad that it makes
you a viable, marketable com
modity to a lot of different en
terprises and institutions.
A second panel presented
women in the legal profession .
The panelists included Profes
sor Isabel Marcus; Professor
Denise
Carty-Bennia
from
Northeastern
University ;

She believes that the legal pro
fession has not been respon
sive to women because " real
responsiveness is obviously a
real sharing of power, and in
large measure there has been
little or no real sharing of power
in the legal profession ."
What this means is that
women have been relegated to·
the service area of the legal pro
fession. "We have branched
out, but I think we still account
for far more of the service area
of the profession."
As to what all this means for
minority men, she explained
that their options are just as re
stricted . "To the extent that the
profession has not dealt with
women in an appropriate
egalitarian fashion, I think it is
a reflection that it is unp'repared
to deal with anybody who does

Assistant Aundra Newell

Donna Humphrey, a recent UB
graduate and staff attorney
with Neighborhood Legal Services; and third year student
Debra Gibbons.
Professor
Carty-Bennia
opened the discussion by pointing out. that although women
represent one third of th e Jaw
students enrolled in leg~I education, they are not equally rep'resenred in · the · marketplace .

not look like the white male
I
.
model."
But the real problem, accord
ing to Carty-BennJa, is that
people of differe t races often ·
look at one another as adver
saries as opposed to support
ing one another in finding bet
ter ways to use their alliances
to get'more access through the
legal profession . "We have to
•c,mrin1.1<.,"(/•.1>11 p11g~ 14
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.Many Mer-ry "Mooters''
Turn Out at Marriott as
Moot Court Mania Ends
by Dana Young
The Desmond Moot Court .
Competition ended Saturday,
r,Jovember ,15, with a gala
dinner event held at the Mar
riott Inn in Amherst. Attendees
included participants in the
competition, those who or
ganized and ran the competi
tion, and those who volun 
teered their time to clerk. All
were scrupu lous ly attired . In
vogue for the evening were
moussed-up hair for the men
and nouveau-riche outfits for the
women , not the least und er
stated of which was a Al 
fraretoridini black and white,
bold-striped zebra suit .
Cocktails were served before
dinner at a cash bar (distinc
tively gauche) . Dinner itself was
free . The entree was none other
than chicken almondine with
rice pilaf !'Ind french cut string
beans. A fluffy, strawberry
cheesecake . was served for
dessert.
Following dinner, the elabo
rate awards ceremony com
menced with her Grand Moot
Court
Poobahness,
Robin
Checkla, presiding. Shots of
vodka and lime juice were ritu
ally lined up in front of the
Poobahness and her cohorts.
Toasts were made with each
award winner able to traverse
the red carpeted maze to the
Grandstand and accept the
revered, temporarily blank,
paper certificate. Down went
the shots! Most festive became
those who presented the
awards!
There were five awards for
best oralist, five awards for best
brief, and eight awards for
those who made quarters, 1
semis, and finals. When it. was I

Taryn Chapman

Tom Theophilos

over, the Grand Poobahness
and comrades were tipsy, •but
still un-turveyed.
On to the entertainment! And
what a show it was. A barber
shop trio, Brian Martin, David
Brown, and Brett Gilbert, daz
zled the audience with their ver
sion of "making it" to the top .
Memorable lines such as " law
review law review; resume re
sume ; interview interview; job
job; 60K 60K" will surely haunt
those who heard them.
Next was
solo improvisa
tion routine by the one and only
chic, Mr. Mousse himself,
David Brown . With an unending
repetoire of faculty impersona
t ion s, Mr. Brown treated the au
dience to such favorites as
Wade "Schoo l law" Newhouse ;
Schlegel " Shlegs" Schlegel;
Mr. Paul Birzon; Lee "Uh, um,
Uh" Albert; and the infamous
Spiegelman. Requests were
welcomed. Janet "Contorts"
Lindgren, Marjorie Girth, and
"Earth to" Steinfeld received
memorable portrayal and rec
ognition .
Alas, tis a pity such evenings
must end, but end they must.
The crowd dispersed to the
Marriott lounge w .here some
happy-go-luckers decided to
shake their booty to the beat of
the
booming,
breakdance
music. Others were content to
continue working on the next
day's hangover.
In the words of some great
philospher, "Its over." Not only
did everyone survive Moot
Court, but they survived damn
well. A special "Thanks" to all
of the Board members, and
others who supported frantic
participants emotionally and
sometimes physically.

a

Donna Lanham & M ry Anne Oliver

I

---JI

Karen Depalma

-

Moot Court Participants
Receive Honors at Banquet
John Christopher

Moot Court Competition
Winners
Susan Schoepperle
Julie Freudenheim
Finalists
Mary Casey
Susan Bemis
Semffinalists
Shelly Dropkin
Dana Young
Tom Theophilos
Leslie Lubell
Quarterfinalists
Donna Lanham
Mary Anne Oliver
John Christopher
Randy Fahs
Bob Bogdan
Karen Depalma
Jane Conrad
Kathleen Benesen

Susan Shoepperle

Page four
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Best Oralists

1. Taryn Chapman
2 Tom Theophilos &
Nancy Dean (tie)
3. Karen Depalma
4. John Christopher
5. Susan Schoepperle

Best Briefs

1. Tom Theophilos &
Leslie Lubell
2. Donna Lanham &
Mary Anne Oliver
3. Mary Anne Courtney &
John Goldsmith
4. Susan Bemis &· Mary Casey
and Forrest Strauss &
Denis Hurley (tie)
5. John Manning &
Danny Feurstein

John Manhing & Danny Feurstein
December 3, 1986
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-£!~!:~ Candidly ·Recounts Moot Court Chaos
Hear ye, hear yel Moot Court can be a terrifying
experience for the participants.
I've heard "If it doesn't kill you,
it will make you better." Sure,
you're trying your darndest to
persuade three obnoxious
judges on the merits of a totally
ridiculous case - a case so
against your client that _you
don't believe what you're saying. And all the while, the time

keeps ticking away. Here's
where I played a part.
As a clerk, I kept time - a
very important job. I didn't want
to cheat those frightened participants out of any time from
the . stream of bombarding
questions. My other "important" duties included pouring
water for the crazed participants and the egotistical esquires.

The process seemed to go by
quickly. When arguments were
over, I asked the participants to
leave the room while the judges
--scored them. When they were
done, I used my "extensive" ac
counting background to tabu- •
late the final score. The poor
participants paced nervously as
they awaited the judges' com
ments.
It really wasn't that bad. It

was an experience. I learned by
observation that it takes a lot to
represent someone. You must
know all the facts, issues and
relevant case law, so much so,
that you can refer the judge to
a document or specific page.
You must be slightly humble
and patient, because if you are
stopped in mid-sentence or
mid-thought, you ·must listen
attentively and then respond in-

telligently a,:id succinctly.
Aware of the fear and all, I
am nevertheless anxious to try
Moot Court next year. I wonder
if I'll keep my composure under
the line of direct questioning as
well as the participants I ob
served. It takes a lot of self-re
liance and work to prepare for
Moot Court, and all the partici
pants should be commended
for their efforts.

Susan Bemis & Mary Casey
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agreed that this year's level of
each other rather than with , and
competition
was
higher.
in support of, each other." This,
" Everyone was really well pre
they felt, has to do with the
pared . The level of competition ' "character " of the class which
they described as being natur
was extremety high','' com 
mented Board member David
ally competitive.
Brown . They felt, however, dis
Although there was a high
appointed that this year's par
degree of competitiveness in
ticipants were not talking to
this year's program, thef e was
each other as friends, but as
one basic human element miss
highly competitive individuals
ing: emotion. This, Board
members agreed, could be at
interested in winning without
tributed to .the make-up of the
maintaining a sense of mutual
community interest and sup . problem, primarily to its factual
component. They also felt that
port. " I know it is a generaliza
last year's problem: which dealt
tion, but I think that our class
with homosexual rights; brought
was talking about it more .
about deeper· personal feeling
Friends were helping each
in the participants.
other out and giving each other
This year's problem dealt
cases, discussing the problem
with involuntary drug testing in
more. Whereas this year I heard
the work place wh ich, c~m
a lot of competitors complain
to each other. Everyone was · pared to the issue of homosex
uality, is less personal. Accord
very secretive about it;" said
ing to David Brown "even
Paul Karp.
though both problems dealt
Robin Checkla expressed,
with Constitutional issues such
s·imilar feelings : " I think they
as First Amendment. and pri
are a much more competitive
vacy rights, the enthusiasm
class than we were. They
level was just (lot what it was
tended to work at _odds with
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· last year. "
The determination as to what
types of issues should make up
a Moot Court problem begfns
before summer vacation . Robin
Checkla explained the way this
year's Board chose the issues :
" Those members of the prob
lem committee who were going
to be around after the second
semester got together and re 
searched it. We kind of pla.nted
a couple of seeds before we left
for summer vacations."
The
probl·em committee
wanted to select an issue that
was both current and likely to
come up before the Supreme
Court. "We · wanted to find
something that was topical, re
levant, and interesting," said
Checkla .
.
Overall, the Moot Court
Board felt satisfied with the way
they administ ered this year's
competition . Although most
participants were less than en
thusiastic, they demonstrated
an impressive degree of knowl 
edge and preparation during

•••
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•

•

the arguments.
Also, the presiding judges
were very impressed with the
competition . "They all thou_ght
the quality of the competition
was excellent and (that) the participants were well prepared .
This made me feel good about
the competition itself and the
school. I think members of the
Board and the competitors
have reason to be proud that
here are some very impressive
people who are impressed with
us, " said Board member David
Brown.
There was a clear sense of
pride and commitment to the
Moot Court program expressed
py its Board members through out this interview. They are very
concerned with the way the
program is perceived by the
faculty and the administration .
They contend there ·is not
enough administrative support
from the faculty of the Moot
Court Board . ~aul Karp explained that " this organization
should get more support from
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th e faculty and the administration because it is th e only opportunity _the school has to
~eally showcase its students to
its alumni and to other practitioners." To this he added :
" Last year in two national com petitions we placed in the quarter finals and, in one, we won
the entire competition . I think
that really speaks well for the
program at the school that in
the nationals our teams have
really excelled ."
Checkla agreed that the Moot
Court Board is the only vehicle
through which our school can
be represented nationally "in
the sense of what (Buffalo's)
students can do, what our
abilities are." However, she
feels that although there are in- .
dividual faculty members who
support the Moot Court Board ,
" a good portion of the faculty
would like to see the Moot
Court Board erased . Every yea r
they fight to take away our
fu p ds. We fight tooth and nail
for our existence."
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!1!~.!!!sanity Defense .
October 31 seemed an appro
priate date for the jury verdict
in the John Justice murder trial.
Justice is the Kenmore West
High School senior honors stu
dent, who on September 16,
1985, killed his father, his
mother, his younger brother,
and a neighbor, who was killed
when Justice tried to commit
suicide by ramming his car into
him .
What is so unusual about the
case is that the jury found Jus
tice guilty of murder for the
deaths of his mother and the
neighbor, and not guilty by
reason of insanity for the
deaths of his father and brother.
The insanity defense itself is
very difficult for many people
to understand because it allows
a mentally ill person to be found
not responsible for his actions
if he lacked the substantial capacity to know or appreciate the
nature and consequences of his
conduct, or to know that his
conduct is wrong.
Several of the jurors who dis
cussed their reasoning stated
that they considered each ofthe
killings separately to determine
what Justice's motivation was
in each -case, and then applied
that determination to a verdict
for each killing. It explains why
this particular jury could reach
a finding which defense attor
ney Joel Daniels termed "ex
traordinary."
The _verdict points up a prob-

lem, however, with the insanity
defense in general, and with the
public's perception of what it
means in terms of a murder
trial. Professor Charles Ewing
an expert on the legal and
psychological aspects of the insanity defense offered his opinion on the verdict.
Ewing thinks juries should be
told that when people are found
not guilty by reason of insanity
they may end up doing more
time than if they were convicted
of the crime. He mentions a
case, Jones v. United States
where this is pr.ecisely what
happened. In Jones, the,defendant was arrested for attempting to steal a jacket from a department store. He was arraigned in the District of Col umbia Superior Court on a charge
of attempted petit larceny,
which
is a misdemeanor
punishable by a maximum
prison sentence of one year.
The defendant decided to plead
NGRI after the court ordered a
psychiatric evaluation in order
to determine his c·ompetency to
stand trial. The Superior Court
found the defendant not guilty
by reason of insanity on March
12, 1976, and committed him to
St. Elizabeths, a public hospital
for the mentally ill.
In 1983, Jones was still in the
mental hospital when his case
reached the U.S. Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court held
that, " . .. when a criminal de-

•

.And Justice For All

fendant established by a preponderance of the evidence
that he is not guilty of ·a crime
by reason of insanity, the Constitution permits the Government, on the basis of the insanity judgment, to confine him to
a mental institution until such
time as he has regained his sanity or is no longer a danger to
himself or society."
"Had Jones pied guilty
to the misdemeanor, the most
time he could have done in
prison would have been one
year.
Ewing saw several problems
with the verdict in this case. He
stated that the first thing one
must recognize is that, as relates to a criminal act, insanity
is a legal concept, not a medical
concept. Within a time span of
no more than four hours, the
jury determined that Justice ·
was insane, that he was not insane, that he was insane, that
he wasn't insane. It is difflcult
· to accept that someone could
be in and out of insanity like
that. Ewing thinks the jury com promised to placate the lone
hold-out juror,. otherwise th_
e
majority was-ready to find Justice guilty for all four murders.
Ewing sees two problems
with this result : first, the verdict
does not seem to match the
facts, and second, it doesn't do
anything beneficial for Justice.
He suspects that Justice might
have been better off in the long

run with convictions on all four
counts. A not guilty by reason
of insanity (NGRI) conviction
will hang over his head in terms
of future release. The guil{y ver
dicts require a prison sentence,
and the NGRI verdicts require
hospitalization in a psychiatric
institution. Presiding Judge
Joseph S. Forma said he would
have to decide which kind of in
stitution by January.
Ewing said that penal law re
quires that Justice be admitted
to a mental hospital for evalua
tion . He thinks that the hospital
will determine that Justice does
not belong in a mental institu
tion . Then Justice will go to
prison for the murder convic
tions. But because of the NGRI
convictions, Justice may remain under the state contr I 1 definitely. If he were just ou d
guilty, he ·would serve hi
and be released.
For Ewing, this is a case
which
"falls through the
cracks.'" What really should be
done with Justice? Prison
would only be for retribution. If
he is not mentally ill, what pur
pose or benefit to Justice in
keeping him in a mental hospi
tal? Ewing' does not think either
solution might be appropriate
in this case. Justice definitely
needs help, if for no other
reason than for him to deal with
what he has done, and the com
munity could· never deal with
him walking away. The law says

that in order for them to be able
to retain you after a verdict of
NGRI, you have to be mentally
ill and dangerous. Ewing does
not think it can be established
that Justice is mentally ill.
Ewing thinks n~ither psychi
atrist was an effective expert,
-and that both were "hired
guns" by reputation. Tanay (de
fense) generally testifies for the
defense and has very liberal
views regarding the notion· of
insanity. Barton (prosecution)
almost always testifies for the
prosecution and is a conserva
tive. It was a "battle of the ex
perts" w_ho totally disagreed
with one another. Juries do take
expert testimony seriously, but
when it is insanity, it comes
down to a gut-level response.
Ewing thinks the jury may have
disregarded both experts, ahd
that while they thought they
were doing the right thing, it
won't do Justice any good.
. Statistically, finding some
one guilty under these cir
cumstances is common. The in
sanity defense is rarely raised,
and it is rarely successful when
it is raised. In a case like Jus
tices, where he was both guilty
and not guilty by reason of in
sanity, the problems with this
defense and the legal options
available are pointed up even
mor-e strongly. At this point there
may be no satisfactory solution
in sight for either the communi 
ty, the victims, or the criminal
himself.

PLSA Hosts Ewing Child Discipline Lecture
by Tom Farley
The Parents Law Student Association played hostto a group
of more than 30 people in the
4th Floor Lounge on November
20th when it presented Professor Charles Ewing for .a discussion on child discipline.
A staunch advocate and practioner of non-corporal punishment,
Professor
Ewing
suggested several alternative
approaches to physical punishment. At the conclusion of his
remarks, he fielded questions
from the audience, which
tended to address more specific
and personal circumstances
from individuals' past experiences. Following the seventyfive minute meeting , PLSA
members and non-members
alike shared ideas and experiences on the subject over wine
and cheese and crackers.
The talk by Ewing was the
first in a projected series that

PLSA plans to sponsor. Discussions have taken place with
some local attorneys which

.
.
. .
designed to serve the special
that any parent or non·- parent,
hay/sleigh ride, or in PLSA genneeds of a segment of the stufaculty or student is welcome
erally, get in touch with Tom
dent body. Its two most signifiat any of our functions or acFarley (#645), Linda Crovella
cant themes are support and
tivities.
(#618), Leslie Gleisner (#398)
socialization.
If anyone is interested in the
or John Rowley (#779).
The support aspect is highlighted by the PLSA office
(O'Brian 604), which has a
The Parent Law Students As#398), or John Ro:..Vley (mailplaypen, changing table and
sociation (PLSA) has tentatively
box #779)'.
toys for children and a desk for
scheduled a hayride and potPLSA is a Law School organistudying parents; by the
luck dinner for Saturday, Dezation whose members are, for
speaker series; an_
d by the sharcamber 6 frqm 2-5 p.m. A cothe most part, parents. All acing of Of.Ir collective experiences.
vered wagon (or sleigh dependtivities, •however, are open to
The social aspect is typified
ing on the, weather) Vl(ill be
everyol"!e. The organization has
by such past events as our potpulled by two. Belgian horses.
a study room in O'Brian Hall
luck luncheon, the Shoshone
Following the hour-long ride,
where parents can bring their
Park picnic, and our upcoming
everyone will retire to a heated
children . Social events are
January hay or sleigh ride, weabarn to eat. Pony rides will also · sponsored throughout the year.
ther deciding . The hay/sleigh
be given.
Members are also available for
ride will take place at a stable
If this sounds like the kind of
listening and support for stuon Transit Road, at a cost of
fun you would like to have, condents juggling parenthood and
roughly $5 per family or $3 per
tact Linda Corvella (mailbox
Law School.
person, followed by a potluck
#618), Leslie Gleisner (mailbox
dinner.
The organization's policy has
b~en, and· will continue to be,

PLSA Hayride and Dinner

--•-..IGl••·
Professor Charles Ewirig
would bring them to the school
during the spring semester to
speak on subjects such as parttime legal careers for parents
and successfully maintaining
both a professional career and
a family .
The Parents Law Students
Association is an organization

Concert Promoter to Appear
A look at the exciting, fast
managed to merge music and
paced world of rock stars,
movies as illustrated by the
movie premieres and multi-mil
company's $1 .3 million sale to
lion dollar deals will be pre
Media Home Entertainment of
sented Thursday, December 4
a 12-concert video package
highlighted by David Bowie's
in th~ first floor O'Brian Hall stu 
dent lounge by well-known
"Serious Moonlight Concert."
concert promoter and indepen
Miramax's other rock music
dent film producer Harvey
properties include Bowie's
Weinstein . Weinst ein, who is
"Ziggy Stardust and the Spi 
" Harvey" of Buffalo's leading
ders
from
Mars,"
Paul
concert promoter Harvey &
Corky Productions. crossed
Weinstein has succ<!.\·4'ully
over to the international movie
mwwg<!d . . . a ! 2-conc<!rt
scene several years ago with
,·id<!o packag<! high light ed
his New York City-based com 
pany Mirama x Films. A former
f>r Dm •id Bowi<!'s "Serious
UB student, he returns to cam
Moonfight Conca/."
pus under the auspices of the
Entertainment Law Socie ty. He
will present his insights on the
McCartney's "Rock Show,"
business of entertainment, parJourney's
"Frontiers
and
ticularly in regard to the rol e of
Beyond ," and the star-studded
lawyers in dealmakin g.
" Concert for Kampuchea ."
Through Miram ax Film s,
The firm ha s additiona lly esWeinstei n has successfully
tablished a solid reputation for .
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distributing critically-acclaimed
feature films· such as "Eren
dira," written by Mexico's
Nobel-prize winner Gabriel
Garcia-Marquez; " Edith and
Marcel, " directed by France's
Claude Lelouche : and "Twist
and Shout," Denmark's 1985
Best
Foreign
Language
Academy Award entrant. With
his brother Bob, Weinstein also
wrote and produced the Orion
Pictures horror thriller " The
Burning" and the recent Uni 
versal release " Playing for
Keeps," a - picture which the
brothers directed as weir.
The presentation will be held
at 7 p.m. at an Amherst cam pus
location to be announced. A
question and answer period
will be followed by a win e and
cheese reception . The co ll eg!l
com munity and the public a're
invited to attend .

.....-NEED RESUMES----
IN A HURRY?
Two day service in most cases!
About 5 minutes from Amherst Campus

ACCU-TYPEsetting, Inc.
47 Christine Drive • Tn. Amherst, NY 14120
(off Sweet Home Rd. between No. French & Tonawanda Creek Rd.)

(716) 691-7480
Quality • Dependability • Fast Service • Moderate Prices

41 5 Snmtb Avenue, Suite 62
New York, New York 10001
(2,12) 594-3696 (201) 623-3363

.
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Programs Oller the StudyofLawandLond0n

I

by Dana Young

TIRED of Buffalo? BORED
with the same old .law school .
routine? Looking for EXCITEMENT, ADVENTURE, THRILLS?
Then co.n sider· studying law
abroad in merry old London for
a semester.
There are at least two established London study abroad
Programs for law students.
Peppe rd ine University sponsors
rograms for the fall semester
P
only, and the University· of Detroit sponsors programs for the
fall semester and/or the spr'ing
semester. Both are private universities. Currently, one UB law
student is in London th'1s
semester studying through the
University of Detroit. Another
UB law student (me!) will also
be studying abroad next
semester through the University of Detroit.
BothPepperdineandthelJniversity of Detroit conduct their
studies on the Regent's College
. campus in Regent's Park, London. Regent's College is an eleven acre campus set in the middie of 474 acres of parkland in

the heart of London's West End.
w·it h'!n walking distance are the
London Zoo, a lake where boats
can
be
"hired", a bird
sanctuary, Queen Mary's Rose
G d
ar en, an open air theatre,
and tennis courts and other ath• f 18
' Id A
1et,c
s.
"tube" (subway)
stop is a minutes walk away.
Th t b .
e u e 1s a popu 1ar, quick and
cheap way of getting to just
b
,
a out anywhere in London.
There are other ·,nternat·1onal
programs on the Regent's cam-

program. Normally, a student
can attend either the fall samester or the spring semester in
London, although several students have spent an entire
academic year abroad. The fall
semester begins around September 1 and ends around Decamber 15. The spring semester begins around January 26
and ends around May 8.
University of Detroit offers
'th
· t
. :oann:i ~1:~~t~n:i~di~gn :~t=~~::

pus. For example, the British
American Drama Academy,
University of Southern Califor. S h I f
nia c oo o International Relations, Thomson Foundation
(runs advanced journalism
courses and television produc,tion training); and the Overseas
Development Institute (independent center for research on
economic and development issues) all conduct programs at
Regent's College.
Since I am studying abroad
next semester through the University of Detroit, I can tell you
more · about that particular

tional Business Transactions,
International Space Law, International Commercial Arbitration, Comparative Law, lnternational Economic Law, lnternational Air Rights Law, European
Community Law, International
Taxation, Comparative Criminal Justice, and a required one
credit course, Legal Aspects of
International Finance, Banking
and .Economics.
More traditional courses are
also offered such as Federal Income Taxation, Corporations,
Jurisprudence, English Legal
History, Health Law,. Commer-

cial Transactions, and Ev·,dance. Additionally, students
can get credit for do,·ng an ,·nternship in either .a London office of an American law firm, a
legal department of a multi-national corporation, or in an office of a British solicitor or barrister.
Approximately 40 students
(usually ends up half male and
half female) enroll for each
M
semester.
any students are
from Michigan schools, but at
least 26 different universities
were represented in the 198687 class. Some of the other univarsities which have students in
the
Detroit
program
ar~
Emory, Georgetown, University of Souttiern California,
NYU, University of Bridgeport,
Boston College, Washington
College of Law, University of
Houston Law Center, and
McGill.
For those who are interested
in these programs, please go up
to the Career Development Office on the third floor and read
about them in the Study Abroad

Notebook. If you are worried
abo t I
th
1· t·
u a eng y app ,ca ,on prod 't b Th
1· t ·
e.
e app ,ca ion
cess, on
I filled out asked for little more
h
· I · f
·
1
t an vita m ormat1on, a ong
with a transcript. For ail first
t d t
d
years u en s, your secon year
of law school is an ideal time

I

I

to study abroad. If you must do
M 00t c rt
· th
· 1
ou ' go '" e spring .
As you will find out, the months .
in Buffalo from January to May
are interminably gray, dreary,
cold and depressing. What better time to explore a new world?
What better way to study law?
M
I h
d
any peop e ave expresse
wonder, envy and wistfullness
at my plans to go to London in
January. They all ask "How did
you find out about this?" and
lament "If only I had known, 1
would love to do something like
that." Well, now you know. It is
soeasy!Andforyouwhodoubt
· going
· to b e
t hat t h'Is progri m Is
so amazing, look for a sequel
to this article next semester, describing all of the EXCITEMENT, ADVENTURES, AND
THRILLS of London . ·cheerio!

International Law Issues Discussed at NYC.Conf.

by Daniel lbarrondo
On October 31, _the American
branch of the w_o rldwide Internationa l. Law Association held
its annual meeting in New York
City and co-sponsored a series
of panel discussior:is on current
issues in international law. The
International Law Weekend
(ILW) was also co-sponsored by
the Association of the Bar ofthe
City of New York, the American
Foreign Law Association, the
American Society of lnternational Law and the Association
of Student International Law
Societies (AS~LS) . The lnternational Law Weekend also ineluded the semiannual meeting
of the ASILS.
The ILW offered a unique
blend of international law practitioners and international law
scholars that presented lively
discussions and diverse viewpoints on issues of international concern. Present from
academia were Prof. Oscar
Schacter,
Columbia
Law
School; Prof. John Norton
Moore, University of Virginia
Law School; Prof. Cynthia

Lichtenstein, Boston - College .
Law School;_ and Prof. W .
Michael Reisman, Yale Law
School. Representing the business sector of the field were
Marg;ret deVries, International
Monetary Fund; Allan Holmer,
General Counsel, United States.
Trade Representative : Joshua
Bolten, International Trade
Counsel, Senate Finance Committee; and Ricki Rhodarmer
Tigert, Assistant General Courisel, Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System.
The panels provided law students, lawyers and legal scholars with the opportunity to participate in international legal
discussions, to hob-nob with
some of the most prominent
figures in international law as
well as to be introduced into
one of.the most active multinational associations of international law. Among the topics
discussed were : " International
Law and the Use of Force ;"
· "Prospects for Multilateral
Trade Negotiations;" "Product .
Liability in Foreign Countries; "
and "International Telecom-

munications." The panel discussions at times were heated
when divergent viewpoints collided on issues which seemed
to demonstrate at a micro level
the problems of international
issues on the macro level.
Friday evening was highlighted with a lecture by Ambassador Paul .Nitz~'1w
l ho spoke
on the arms control issue between the United States and the
Soviet Union as well as the
Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI), otherwise known as "Star
Wars."
Three workshops were aimed
directly at students in which we
were given the chance to exchange views and discuss problems common interest such as
running the regional Jessup 'International Law · Moot Court
competitions, a workshop on
International Law Societies and
a workshop on International
La,~ Journals. Many law
schoolswererepresentedatthe
ILW, including UB Law School
as well. Other students came
from as far as California, Colorado, Wisconsin and Maine.

The Association of Student
International Law Societies
(ASILS) was formed by five International Law Societies in
1962 "believing that the principies of international law should
be more fully understood and
recognized" and "determined
to educate ourselves and our
fellow students in the principles
and purposes of international
law, international organizations
and institutions and compari son of legal systems." Toward
this end, ASILS provides information and coordinative services in the international law
area, publishes the ASILS International Law Journal and co sponsors the Philip C. Jessup
International Law Moot Court
Competition . The Jessup Competition in.v olves a hypothetical
case argued before a mock International Court of _•ustice.
For those students who are
interested in the international
law area or seek information
about the field, there is in existence here at UB Law School ,
an International Law Society
· with membership in the ASILS.

At the prese.n t time we are involved in preparations for the
Philip C. Jessup International
Law Moot Court Competition to
be held in Spring 1987 and discussing the possibility of hosting the 1988 Regional Competitions of the Jessup.' We are
also planning a series of
speaker presentations about
the events of interest in public
and private international law.

,

Being a legal practitioner ii,
the field of international law involves more than the notion of
traveling to France for a meet
ing on Monday and off to Hong
Kong on Wednesday to incor
porate a client. The field in
volves issues in international
wills and estates, contracts,
trade, disputes, navigation and
shipping, seabed resources,
coastal fisheries , pollution and
product liability among others.
If interested in joining ILS and
discovering something new,
challenging and rewarding ,
contact Larry Lane (2L) #435,
Daniel lbarrondo (1L) #111 or
Susan Biniszkiewicz (2L) #315.

Students Urged to Meet with Faculty Candidates
Members of the Faculty Appointments Committee have recentl'y returned from conducting candidate interviews in
Chicago. Approximately 20
minority and clinical candidates
have been suggested for immediate campus visits. These
candidates, along with an additional strong candidate who
had been interviewed in a previous year, will be brought to the
, Law School for intensive one
and one-half day interviews.
Three of the on-campus interviews will take place before
winter break.

Marc Linder will '-be inter,
v iewed December 3-4. Mr. Linder is a candidate for a clinic
position . He is a 1983 graduate
of Harvard Law School and has
worked with Texas Rural Legal
Aid on migrant farmworker issues since receiving his law degree. Linder also has a B.A. in ·
history and an M .A. and Ph .D.
in politics. He has taught
economics at various universities in the United States and
abroad.
Anthony Cook will be interviewedDecember 4-5. Mr. Cook

is a candidate for a non-clinical
faculty position. He is a 1986
graduate of the Yale Law
School who has been working
as an associate with a law firm
in New Orleans. Co6k received
his B.A . from Princeton University in international and public
affairs. His research interests
include race discrimination and
constitutional law.
Nancy Polikoff will be interviewed on December 8. Polikoff
is a candidate for a clil')ical faculty position . She is a graduate
of the Georgetown University

Law Center and was an attorney
and founding partner of Hunter,
Polikoff, Bodley & Bottum, P.C.,
from 1976-1981 . Since 1982 she
has served as a· staff attorney
with the Women ' s Legal Defense Fund. She has extensive
experience and numerous publications in family law.
Students will have an oppo rtun ity to meet with and question each candidate. Signs announcing the date, time, and
place of each " student-candi 0
date interview" will be posted .
All students are stro.ngly en-

couraged to attend . Your feedback on. the candidates will be
transmitted by the student representatives to the Faculty Appointments Committee. Stu dent comments have in the past
been an important factor in th e
appointment
process.
We
realize that candidate interviews are occurring at a very
busy time of the semester, but
student attendance at the can didclte interviews is an important prerequisite to students
having an effective voice in the
hiring process.

Internat' l LaW Society Reorganized, Starts in Spring
I'

The International Law Soci
ety was recently reformed after
a shaky start this.semester. The
new president is Lawre!')ce
Lane, and he has an impressive
array of ideas that should put
this group on the go again.
Although Lane said it is too
late in the semester to have an
organizational meeting, he ex
pects to have two such meet
ings the first week that the first

year students arrive back from
the break. Posters will be. dis
played in the halls then, so stu
dents should be on the lookout.
Lane said that he wants to
make greater use of the im
pressive array of cultural. and
social backgrounds found with 
in the Law School. He com 
mented that without question,
students from other countries
are an invaluable asset in teach-

-·

.

ing others about legal and so
cial problems which beset the
world . By hearing the firsthand
stories and insights of these
students, it is hoped that some
of the confusion which exists
among those unfamiliar with
, international affairs can be
alleviated.
The ILS will be electing an of
ficial body of committees to run
its planned programs, thus al-

lowing a greater amount of students to participate. The first
two meetings are expected to
allow a greater number of students to participate and meet
other interested students befort! elections are held. Elections will take place at the third
meeting in the spring . A date
has not been set yet.
.It is hoped that symposia
can be held to discuss world
·
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hunger, political prisoners and
domestic and international business transactions and com~
mercial transactions. It is expected that this group wili manage to touch on all matters of
interest to its members.
Interested persons should
contact Lane by dropping him
a note in mailbox #435-.
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Editorial

Keep the UGC _Out of the UGL
Did you ever notice how there's hordes of undergraduates
all over O'Brian Hall? Ever notice how they take over all the
conference rooms and carrels in the Law Library? Ever think
what it would be like if there were 200 more of the111 looking
for a quiet place to take a nap?
If the new Undergraduate College is allowed to locate its
administrative offices in the UGL, we're all going to find out.
This Friday, December 5, Vice President Robert Wagner will
decide whether 20 percent of UGL's first floor will be comman 
deered for offices in the name of "improving" undergraduate
education. It's not that there isn't any other place to put the
offices, it's just that the administrators don't want to wait until
the Student Association moves out of its offices in Talbert.
Ironically, those connected witH the Undergraduate College
don't want it located in the Ellicott complex, although the main
reason given for choosing the UGL site was that it would be
close to the students that the College is meant to benefit.
Not only would putting offices in UGL significantly detract
from undergraduate life at UB, it would also create overcrowd
ing in the Law. Library. Let's face it, that's why we're worried ;
'we all know where the displaced undergrads are going to go,
and there 's no room at the inn .
Library seating is already at the bare minimum for ABA ac
creditation, and an accreditation team will be visiting here in
the spring . How impressed will they be with overcrowded li
brary facilities? Over the last two years, we got a new roof, a
new dean, and new word processors, all of which were des
parately needed . We don't need 200 new bodies clamoring for
a place to park themselves.
In a last ditch effort to give law students some place to take
their exams, the library will be reserving the open carrels on
the fourth and' sixth floors during the exam period. That's 41
spaces to the 200 eliminated at UGL. But this is only a temporary
band-aid cure .
The UGC plan has met w_i th disapproval from faculty in every
department on campus. The idea of taking study spaces strikes
them as inappropriate at a University that is supposedly being
upgraded to equal Berkley as a research institution. They also
point out that library space is m_ore expensive to create than
ordinary office space because it must be built to support a
collection of heavy books. Using this space for desks and administrators isn 't cost efficient.
,
SBA has sent a letter to Wagner urging him to consider the
effec.ts of confiscating library space on both the University as
a whole and on the Law School, but a few more student voices
wouldn't hurt.
If you want to assure yourself a spot in the library, the chance
to stand in line where you can at least see the copy machine
before it breaks down, and -a n even chan ce of getting change
for a dollar, sign th e petition in t he mail room or clip and send
the ballot on page 14. Wagn er hasn't made up his mind yet;
help him make the right choi ce.

Additional Carrels Available for
Reservation During Exam Period
(Editor 's note : The following
item was a late addition to The
Opinion from the Director of the
Law Library, Ellen Gibson.)

At the suggestion of th e Li brary Committee, addition al
carrels will be reserved for Law
StudenJs during exa m....e_eriod .
In addition to the 41 closed carrels on the third and fourth
f 1::.::;-rs, the open carrels on the
fourth and sixth floors will also
be reserved . Expansion of the
number of reserved carrels is
necessary due to the need for
quiet space to take out-of-class,

room examinations.
Law students will be able to
reserve the designated study
carrel s in the Law Library beginning December 8 and continu ing until Dece~ber 23 . Reservations at the Reference Desk are
on a first-come, first-serve basis
starting at the Library's opening
time (Monday-Friday 8 :00 a.m ; ·
Saturday 9:00 a.m .; Sunday, at
noon) . The other, usual exam
period procedures will also be
in effect to promote a quiet environment in the Law Library
and .nearby _areas.
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To the Editors of The Opinion:
The Black Law Students As
sociation has endorsed a "Day
of Solidarity with the Palesti
nian People " in a "common
pu~suit against apartheid in Is
rael and South Africa" and a
" lecture " by Adrien Wing, of
the National Conference of
Black Lawyers. I believe this
was wrong, and I think all stu
dents, Black and White, should
tell them so .
At best, BLSA rubberstamped
this cause because "apartheid"
was in its title, and it: t.eally
didn't look into the issue be
cause it can always fall back on
a First Amendment argument.
At worst, BLSA supports the
views expressed on the day of
solidarity.
I take issue with BLSA align
ing itself with Palestinian and
other Arab organizations on
this day. The Arab organiza
tions contacted BLSA to lend
legitimacy to its own cause, and
BLSA should have known this.
It is clear that the Arab organiza
tions are not interested in ·
abolishing apartheid or in the
dignity of human -rights. Their
motive is to incite hatred
against the State of Israel and
its supporters.
Had BLSA done its research,
it would have found that Arab
'

countries are vicious perpe
trators of human rights viola 
tions in their own countries and
in wars against each other. Not
only does apartheid exist in
Arab
countries
against
minorities, but also against
women and the poor. Palesti
nians, for example, have been
victimized in Syria, Jordan and
Lebanon, countries supposedly
their brethren, purportedly
united for this day. Israel, a
country surrounded by enemy
nations that do not even recog 
nize its right to exist and in a
declared war against it, pro
vides Palestinians a home
where they own land, hold gov
ernment positions and may
join its army.
The
Arab
organizations
needed to " piggyback " Amer
ican Blacks for the legitimacy of
their fight against apartheid .
Conveniently, though, the Arab
Organizations didn't mention
that 90 percent of South African
oil comes from Arab countries.
Just who is fueling apartheid?
Arab countries import and ex
port to South Africa and
Namibia, as do 70 other nations
in the world. As to atrocities
against Israelis, Jews and all
people throu hout the world
(e.g., bombing civilian busses,
synagogues, and airportsl, the

Dear Editor :
Don't read the footnotes to
this letter.1 I do not like foot
notes.2 I think we should all stop
reading and writing footnotes .3
Footnotes are an annoying and
useless phenomenon. 4 They
are supposed to supplement
the text without detracting from
it .5 "But they do detract from it
and as they become longer,
more complex, self-referential,
clubby and convoluted, they
threaten to subsume the entire
piece and take on a life of their
own. " 6 The important message
of an article is contained in the
text.7
Sara Nichols*

case is different from not . liking
them et all. See footnote 3, infra.
3 But, that is a ridiculous proposition
because what if you don't read them
and then someone else reads them
and then you miss something that
someone else has caught, then
what? .
•Or are they? "Connessiez-vous le
grand chat qui a mange Paris? " The

facts show that international
terrorism is supported by the
Palestinian Liberation Organi
zation and Arab countries, like
Syria and Libya.
BLSA's support for advocates
of anti-semitism is documented.
It contributed money to bring
the Rev. Farrakhan to Buffalo
last se·m ester. The semester be
fore, it endorsed a similar
speaker who espoused hatred .
for Jews and the State of Israel.
I don't think these thing·s can
be dismissed simply by citing
the First Amendment. These
"lectures" are hardly intellec
tual forums. They serve to incite
hatred and violence against
Jews and Israel. Lawyers value
forums where all viewpoints
can be heard. These events are
blatantly one-sided and man
ipulating. Too often people ac
cept these views as truths, re
gardless of distortions of fact,
misstatements and omissions.
These speakers don't tell truths,
and when someone tries to
point out other views, one is
shouted down and threatenEld
with violence by the speaker's
sentinels.
BLAS, a chartered .SBA or
ganization, owes us an explana
tion .
Spencer G. Feldman
Third Year Student

Footnotes F o.o tnoted Below

know for a fact that you are read 
ing this footnote .
2 Contra, I say I don't like footnotes
but then I have footnotes, which im
plies that either I like them or maybe
tolerate them or both which in any
11

History of Bestiality, Volume I,
Michel Foocow, p. 59; see also, the

work of a colleague of mine whom
I don't really like but who had the
good sense to footnote me in his
last article.
•But purchase my last 2 books, both
•of which may or may not go into
extensive detail about this very as
sertion and in any case where quite
good, if I do say so myself and I
would too have cited them even if
I hadn't written them myself al
though perhaps not as frequently
as I am intending to cite them
throughout this letter.
• Ibid at 456. See footnote 5 supra.

I or my research assistanf have also
read almost every book or article
even vaguely tangential to the sub
ject of this letter and I would be
happy to list them for you now if I
could remember anything about
them or even what the subject of
this letter is.
7 But . disregard
everything con
tained in the text of this letter.

*Sara Stevens Nichols is a student
at the Faculty of Law and Jurispru
dence, State University ofNew York
·at Buffalo which she attended
primarily because she wanted to go
to the law school with the longest
possible' name. She is indebted to
the following people: her spousal
equivalent, all of her friends includ
ing the ones she doesn't talk to any
more because she is so busy writ
ing footnotes, her typist, her re
search assistants, her parents and
President Reagan for giving her the
courage and example to make a
fool out of herself \n public.

Dean Newell Says Thanks
Dear Mr. Kullman :
I would like to publicly thank
the Legal Methods Program
students, faculty members, and
other participants who accepted the invitation to attend
a general meeting of the Legal
Methods Prog ram held on Friday, October 31. Although
scheduling
problems
prevented the full participation of
all of th e invitees, th e meeting
was w ell attended .
·
The agenda for th e meeting

included discussions on the
minority student orientation
program and the structure of
the Legal Method s Program .
The comments and suggestions offered by the participants
in this forum were both enlightening and encourag ing .
The proceedings were taped
and w ill be transcribed for dist ribution to those present and
those who were unable to attend. I encourage those invited
students and factilty members

who were not in attendance to
submit their comm.ents · and
suggestions on these programs
to me.
·
•
Once again, my thanks to
those concerned individuals
who are striving for the im
provement and continued suc
cess of the Legal Method Pro
gram at Buffai'o Law School.
Sincerely,
Aundra Newell
Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Student Affairs

Rec,:uiting Urban Fellows
Recruitment is currently underway fo r two exciting internships in New York City government. The Urban Fellows
Program consists of a 9-month
fellowship (September through
May) duri ng which participants
have a unique opportunity to
work closely with key· city officials on long and short-term
projects. Weekly seminars are
.held featuring top city officials
focusing, on issues facing the

City . Fellows receive a $12,000
stipend along with a choice of
paid health insurance plans.
The deadline for application
s•Jbm ission is F.ebruary 15,
1987.
The Summer Management
Intern Program is for college

juniors, seniors and recent
graduates (1987) who are interested in a summer internship
in New York City government.
Interns work full -time in city

agencies from June to m id-Au gu st, attend seminars on a
biweekly basis, and receive
$2,000 for the · 10-week internship.' Students must have a
permanent home address in
New York City to be eligible for
th is program. Ttie deadline for
application submission is February 1, 1987.
Interested students can find.
applications and additional incontinued on page 14

· The Boy Mechanic

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy

Cltristmas .Gifts from the Boy Mechanic ,_
I generally despise sappy
traditions. But everyone is allowed to get sappy and traditional around 1 the Christmas
season,
<even
the
Boy
Mechanic. So once again the
Boy Mechanic is showering the .
Law School and beyond with
yuletide offerings.
'
Sharon J. Fine: A Shopping
spree down Maple Road. What ·
better way ~to purchase Lee
press-on nails (regular and
glamour length), semi-automatic blow drier (ready for the sandiest beaches and the deepest
woods), a Joan Collins make-up
kit (to help create the "real"
you)-,- and all the other fashion
accessories that are vital to a
substantive way of life.
To all law sJudents aspiring to
become m,mbers of the "Lum
berjack Elite": A.flannel shirt, a,
package of Red Man Chewing

Tobacco, a case of Iron City
Beer, and a copy of the lumberjack anthem: "Why don't we
get drunk and screw?" by
Jimmy Buffet.
George Villegas: A new fedora, a bigger ring, and moreterritory ... My
humblest
respects Godfather.
Visiting
Professor David
Fraser: An apple pie, an American flag, an album of John Phil- .
lip Sousa marches, and a Bruce
Springsteen "Born in the
U.S.A." sweatshirt.
Dave Gugerty: Met season
tickets for you, "Earl," and the .
rest of the subway fans. Lets
,make the fur coated, preppy,
fake fans wa\ch from the subway platform, ttiat way they will
be sure to beat the traffic.
S.A. President Paul Verdolino: A job at the King Edward Hotel so he can take his
ecdysiastic tendencies to a

more appreciative audience. A
word of caution Paul: You are
going to have to take off more
than your shirt.
Parking Protester Sue Clerc:
Several bulldozers, five loads of
gravel and an unlimited supply
of asphalt. You can place pafking lots all over the campus
tundra. How about paving over
the fifth floor of Capen ... His
hair is the same color as asphalt
anyway.
Provost William "\/Vild Bill"
Greiner: A hearing aid so he
might listen to students and eye
glasses so he might see the
problems his administrative
policies have created. He will
have to see the Wizard of Oz
about a heart though.
John Lapiana : A job as a used
car salesman at Dan Creed's old
lot. Check McKinney's for the
NewYorkState"Lemonlaw."
The creators of L.A. Law: A

character that doesn't wear a
$500 suit. How about a sleazy
personal injury attorney with a
fondness for green plaid sport
coats and white leather shoes.
And do something about Laurie
Partridge's (actress ·Susan Dey)
"blond" hair.
Tom Sartoga: One free hair
styling at Salon Dube and a
road map to help find your way
to the Amherst Campus. Pick up
you mail; people are beginning
to talk.
SBA President Brett Gilbert:
A bullhorn for your frustrating
meetings with Steve Sample.
Tell him we need parking lots
for football games . .. it seems
to be hi!i_only interest.
Dave Todaro: The leading
role in the upcoming Disney
sequel to "The Shaggy D.A."
called "The Scruffy P.O.". Don't
ever shave dude ... they might
· figure out who you really are!

SBA Briefs

·

.

ProfessorFred Konefsky: My
vote for the " Little Richard" hair
do ... Can you sing "Tutti
Frutti?"
Associate
Dean
J.H.
Schlegel: A guest spot on L.A.
law ... Do you own any green
plaid sport coats? White leather
shoes? The bow ties would be
a nice touch ... it works for Or
ville Redenbacher.
Dean Wade J. Newhouse: A
monogrammed,
portable
podium so he won't have to lec
ture from a chair.

Th.an ks for the apology abou(
the Insurance Law/Future Interests Conflict ... that has to
be an-administration first. If you
won 't _take· the Dean 's job
forever, how about Grand
Exalted Poobah of the Law
School?

by Brett Gilbert

Parking, .L1:1w Library, N. Y. Practice Woes
Things have been rather une~
ventful around the SBA lately::.
Students have begun to assume their responsibilities on
Law School committees, with
some of them trying to actively
engage faculty members in discussions about various problems. However, there have
been a few things going on that
you probably should know
about, so .here it goes.
PARKING . Well, my memo to
faculty members asking them
to join us in our attempts to
have \he voices of the entire
University community .heard
•Within the walls of Capen Hall
has failed miserably. Only two
professors (Isabel 11/!arcus and
Victor Thuronyi) showed · us
, their support by signing the let-

ter I drafted to Vice President
they are quite clever.
Doty. That's about 4 percent.
NEW YORK PRACTICE. It appears that the Law School adNot good, _n ot good at all.
ministration is ,going to turn
I think we lost this one folks.
If we can't get the Buffalo ModNew York Practice away from
elettes to join us, there's no
its current focus on research
hope for the rest of the Univerand writing and towards a four
sity. The longer those restricted
hour exam at the end of the
parking lot signs stay up, the
semester. I think this would be
more impossible it is going to
a terrible mistake ; a mistake
be to get them down. I know I __ which may take effect next
sound like a defeatist, but, let's
semester.
face it: If most of us are not willFirst year students have Reing to take a more vocal or acsearch and Writing classes;
tive stand on this issue, Capen
second year folks have Moot
Hall will walk all over us.
Court; and us third ,year vagAll we can do now is to find
abonds have New York Pracloopholes in the tickets they
tice. One research and writing
experience a year is not an un
give us. Anyone who gets a
reasonable request.
ticket should go to the underI urge all of you who are op
grad Student Association to
posed to th,is proposal to make
find out how to fight it. I hear

your feelings clear to Dean
Newhouse. If he doesn't hear
anything, he'll think we don't
care one way or the other. Also
make your thoughts known to
· Drane Dean, John Bonazzi,
John 'Williams and Diana Harris, the four students on the Policy and Program Committee.
·
Do _it now!
COMMENCEMENT.
Carol
Fitzsimmons · and
Tina
Simpson, chairwomen of the
Commencement Committee ,
informed me of the results of
the commencement speaker
election . The top four conten
ders are: 1. David Letterman, 2.
Mario Cuomo, 3. Judge Wach 
tler, and 4. Mark Russell. Carol
and Tina will be sending out in
vitation letters to these people

very shortly.
LAW LIBRARY. The under
graduate library is about to lose
200 study spaces when the new
undergraduate college takes
over a significant area of its
space. The Law Library staff is
seriously concerned that these ,
200 studen\s are going to find
their way into our library.
The Law Library has only 501
seats (including the couches
near the bathrooms, and prob
ably iocluding the toilets them
. selves) . This is j4st barely over
the minimum number of seats
required for ABA accreditation
of the Law School. What should
we do? Restrict library admit
tance during exam periods?
nmtinw..·d,111p:1tL' 15

SBA Minutes: Moot Court,LANALSAandILS
(Editor's note: The following is
a text of the SBA minutes from
a regular meeting on Wednes
day, November 12.)
by Karen Buckley
I. New Business - By-Law 13
Compliance
Moot Court - Debbie Ken
nedy spoke on what the Moot
Court Board is doing. The Des
mond is currently in pro·gress,
which judges on . the basis of
written and oral advocacy. They
also send members to compet
itions against other schools. At
the end of the Desmond they

vitality back to the group. They . Ing support in the schools be
host a banquet for the particip
fore they actually go in and
will be involved in the Jessup
ants. The Alumni Association
meet with students. LANALSA
International Moot Court Com
donates money to help offset
helped sponsor Dan lbar
Additionally
they
petition
:
the cost. In the spring, the Moot
rando's trip to an internsitional
would like to organize a sym
Court Board hosts the Mugel
law conference in NYC. They
posium
on
problems
facing
Tax Competition, which attracts
will be co-sponsoring with NLG
third world nations for next
participants from all over the
a presentation on labor law in
country._This year, for the first ' semester.
Central America. Finally, they
Latin Asian and Native Amer
time, the competition will be
are hoping to organize a· sym
ican Law Students Association
held downtown.
posium on "Hispanics and the
(LANALSA) - Sam Rodriguez
International Law Society Law."
came and updated the Board on
Larry Lane spoke about the in
II. Old Business - Committee
what his group has been up to .
ternal organizational problems
Appointment Rules : Ray
Currently, they are in the plan
that have beset ILS in the past,
presented his proposals for
ning stages of the High School
however there are a group of
rules to govern the appoint
Outreach Program . They are es
students who are very en 
ments process. The debate centablishing contacts and buildthusiastic about bringing some

tered around the need for rules
vs. the need for flexibility. While
it was agreed that great candi 
dates were chosen for all the
positions, there was some con 
cern that lack of rules could be
used malevolently in the future .
However, as Brett pointed out,
rules can also be used to defeat
noble ends. It was decided to
table the discussion until a later
date, and to ask the Board to
give constructive criticism to
R.ay so he can amend the rules
to
accommodate
people's
views before a vote is taken .
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Spanogle Part of UNCITRAL Working Group
Ever try to cash a personal
check where you are unknown ,
particularly in a state other than
.your own or in a foreign coun 
try?
You may have been told, for
instance, that your New York
driver's license, as a means of
, identification, is meaningless in
Florida .
If it's any consolation, fndi 
viduals, corporations and even
governments involved in inter
national trade are plagued with
similar problems.
Striving to resolve such is
sues on the international level
is a team of experts from 36 of
the world's nearly 200 nations.
They are putting together a treaty
proposal on "negotiable instru
ments."
One of the U.S. negotiators is
John A. Spanogle Jr., a
member of the U8 Law School
faculty.
Spanogle has served as a
consultant to the U.S. State De
partment since 1982 and, in that
· role, serves as a U .S. delegate
to the United Nations Commis
sion on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL).
Spanogle was chief of the
U.S. delegation at UNCITRAL's
most recent working group
meetings in Vienna d·u ring
1985, and has been designated
to serve in the same role at the

next UNCITRAL Working Group
meeting , scheduled for January
5-16, also in Vienna .
Spanogle, a UB law professor
since 1974, is no stranger to in
ternational affairs. He has
traveled to China twice in recent
years as a visiting scholar, once
as a lecturer at Beij ing College
of Economics under terms of a
LIB-Beijing exchange agree
ment and once as an invited lec
turer at the Law School of the
University of Beijing .
He also served in 1981 as an
agricultural development con
sultant in Cairo, Egypt.
UNCITRAL, as explained by
Spanogle, has been striving
since 1969 to develop a treaty,
or convention, to establish uni
form rules for negotiable instru 
ments that provide for pay
ments and credit in global trad 
ing .
SpanoglE! believes that the
proposed rules now in hand will
be approved by UNCITRAL at
its plenary meeting in Vienna
July 20-August 15, with final de
tails being ironed out before
hand at the January working
group meeting in Vienna .
The convention on payment
and credit instruments, when
approved, will supplement a
previously developed UNCIT
RAL convention t-hat provides
uniform rules on international

sales of goods. This set of rules, ' The code was ratified by all
states except Louisiana, which
or convention, has been ap
proved by the U.S. Senate for
still is a holdout.
Ratification of the UNCITRAL
ratification,
and
President
convention on international
Reagan is expected to sign it
payment and credit instru
soon .
ments will, in essence, give all
Once adopted by UNCITRAL,
· participating parties, "under
the convention on payment and
standable legal protection,"
credit instruments will be made
Spanogle said . However, the
available to all nations to ratify.
rules would . not apply to
Any nation also has the right to
domestic trans·actions within a
shun the rules by refusing to
given nation.
ratify the conyention .
Basically involved in foreign
Of the 36 nations that make
trade are such negotiable in
up the membership of UNCIT
struments as promissory notes,
RAL, five are permanent mem
for borrowing, and bank drafts,
bers - the
United
States,
which accompany bills of lad
United Kingdom, Soviet Union,
ing in letter-of-credit transac
France and the People's Repub
tions. Checks, which one might
lic of China . The other 31 na
tions are selected as "regional
use for domestic or even for
eign purchases, are excluded in
members."
Spanogle views UNCITRAL
the proposed convention.
Spanogle disclosed that his
as "totally unlike the U.N. Gen
eral Assembly or Security
own proposal to inject variable
interest rates into the writing of
Council."
"There is almost no political
international negotiable instru 
dialogue," he noted. There are
men.t s has been adopted as part
many instances, he added, of
of the UNCITRAL package.
Soviet delegates supporting
U.S. proposals and vice versa .
At first, he reported, some
The UNCITRAL codes creat
Third World nations objected to
ing international law standards
the concept of variable rate
for both sales and payment in
notes, but later accepted the
plan when assured that such
struments in world trade are
somewhat
akin ,
Spanogle
notes would be subject to two
noted, to this country's Uniform
controls or limitations. One
Commercial Code, adopted in
control is that the index rate
must be publicly disclosed or
the 1960s by 49 of the 50 states.

available at all times. The other
is that the index rate cannot be ·
under the control of any of the
original parties to the negoti
able instrument involved.
Spanogle noted that similar
consumer protection condi ~
tions have been applied to vari-,
able rate notes in some domes
tic transactions,
such
as
mortgage loans.
A 1960 graduate of the Uni
versity of Chicago Law School,
Spanogle has been admitted to
practice in Tennessee, Califor
nia, the District of Columbia and
Maine ,
His writings include co-au_
thorship of International Busi
ness Transactions: A Problem
Orie.n ted Casebook, published
last year by West Publishing Co.
The co-authors are Ralph H. Fol
son, San Diego University, and
Michael W. Gordon , University
of Florida.
Spanogle currently teaches
courses in secured transac
tions, commercial paper, inter- ·
national business transactions,
consumer law and regulation of
financial institutions.
If Spanogle has his way, well
defined negotiable instruments
will become a symbol of trust
in world trade.
·

More Changes in Registration andBllling Policies
by Kathy Peterangelo Johnson
As you know, the University
has implemented a new billing
procedure which will go into ef
fect beginning this Spfi~
semester. In essence, the new
procedures require students to
pay their bills ·prior to the first
day of classes. The reason for
this change has been pressure
from Albany to improve the fi 
nancial situation of the SUNY
system operations .
There are two aspects with
respect to this change which
are worth discussion and clarifi 
catioh . The first concerns the
immediate effects on registra
tion and billing for next semester.
As you should know by now,
all outstanding bills with the Of
fice of Student Accoun~s for the
Fall 1986 semester had to be
paid by Friday, November 21 or
you were precluded from regis
tering from classes. Even if you
submitted registration mate
rials to A&R, your registration
could not be processed if Stu
dent Accounts had placed a
" check stop" on your ac~ount.
So, if you had a balance du e on

your Fall account, your registra
tion did not go through the
computer unless arrangements
were made with Student Accounts, either directly or
through me .
For those of you who did reg
ister, your bill for the Spring
1987 semester will.be mailed on
Friday, December 19. This bill
is due by Friday, January 20,
1987. Any bills unpaid by this
date will incur a $20 late fine. If
you did not preregister for
whatever reason, your first bill
will not only have $20 l~te fee
attached, but also, a $20 late
registration fee .
The other aspect to the new
billing procedures worth dis
cussing pertains to some of the
ambiguities left after reading
the. memorandum from John
Karrer, Director of Student Ac
counts, a copy of which was
sent to all of you from Marjorie
Girth. I've received many ques
tions about the memo and hope
that this information will clear
things up.
The Karrer memo stated that
" Deferred payment is .no longer
extended to students pending

Professor Birzon Elected
to the Board of Governors

association for family law spe
cialists. Admission to the
Academy is by invitation to at
torneys practicing more than
ten years who devote at least
75 percent of their practice to
family law. The members from
44 states, not including Canada,
must have demonstrated ex
pertise in the field and must
Professor Birzon
pass an examination as condi The American Academy of
tions of admission .
Matrimonial Lawyers held its
Paul I. Birzon, a well -known
annual membership meeting
matrimonial law specialist, has
on Friday, November 7 in
served on the Board of ManaChicago, Illinois, and Paul I. Birgers on the New York chapter
zon was elected to the Board of
and served as vice-president.
He is a frequent lecturer and auGovernors of the American
Academy
of
Matrimonial
thor on various aspects of matLawyers.
rimonial law, and is a·part-time
. ..Ihe Academy, founded in
as~ociate professor of evidence
1963, is a national professional
at UB.
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reimbursement from a third
semester, the bill must be paid
of the semester. If a TAP award
party. All accounts must be paid
by Friday, January 2 or you will
is not on file by the end of the
upon receipt of 'the account
be charged a late fee .' If you 11re
semester, you will be held liable
for an assumed maximum TAP
statement."
in this category, please see me
This does NOT mean that all
so 'that I can give .you more deaward of $600. By now, all of
tails.
you who receive tuition waivers
deferment~ are no longer availAs for the rest of you, I will
should have filed for TAP, but
able. The memorandum is addressing persons whq receive
be able to continue to defe·r late
keep this in l'T)ind for next year.
funding through ii third· party
payment fees for students · By the way, for those of you
other than the federal and state
whose bills remain unpaid due
who will be receiving tuition
financial aid prqgrams o,r
to various delays in the proceswaivers in Spring 1987, you
through the schoo). Fc;>r examsing of your financial aid.
must file a new Tuition Waiver
pie, if your bill is paid for
Please note, however, that my
application with me no later
through OVR or an employer,
ability to do this is restricted by
than Monday, December 8.
the Office of Student Accounts
when you first submitted the
I hope this helps to clarify
will no longer defer payment
of
appropriate forms and whether
some of the questions you may
1
your bill until these sources
or not delays in p·rocessing of
have regarding .the new billing
. financial aid were at least in part
procedures. If not, see me. Most
come through with the bucks.
In the past, many sponsoring
attributed to your failure to
of all , remember that the major .
organizations have held off
apply on time, file the FAF, 'or
effect of the new procedure is
payment until they .received
through your submission of an
to require advance payment of
incorrect or incomplete applicayour bill. The best way to avoid
notice that the student had
passed all the courses billed fo r.
tion .
problems is to apply as early as
Also, under the new billing
possible for loans and for TAP.
Student Accounts would defer
payment until that time for
procedures, students who reLastly, remember that your
these students. That's no
ceive tuition waivers (GA's,
Spring 1987 bill must be paid
longer the case. If your bill will
TA's, EOP's, etc.) must file for
by January?, 1987 to avoid a
be paid by a third party· next
TAP within the fir.st two weeks
late charge.
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The Key to a PubliC'Interest Job: a Creative
~f!.it, a Sense of Adventure, and Organization
1

Very few public interest em
ployers come to you and ask
you to interview with them for
either a summer job or a per
manent one: But just because
they don't come knocking,
doesn't mean there aren't
PLENTY of public interest em
ployers who will hire you, and,
yes, even adequately pay YQU
to work for them. It is not un
heard of for students (even first
year students) to receive $200250 a week during the summer.
Nor is it unlikely that you can
receive a $20,000 job after you
.graduate. The key to finding a
public interest job, though,
comes from your own creative
spirit, willingness to be adven
turous, and an organized
search.
The best place to start is to
decide where you want to work.
Finding a public interest job in
New York City, Washington;
D.C., Chicago, Boston or San
Francisco gives you the best
chance of getting exposure to
exciting legal issues and a good
salary. But other cities may sur
prise you (it's been said that
Rochester Public Defenders are
the highest paid in the universe).
If the world is your next em 
ployer, narrow your focus by
deciding what type of work you
want to do. There are books
with the name of human rights
organizations, public interest
law firms, women's advocates,
district attorney's offices, and
county attorney offices at COO.
Gear your resume and cover
letter to catch the eye of the
type of employer you want to
work for.
Some of .you have told me
that you don't know what you
want to do. If you are a first or
second year student, use the
·summers to help you decide. If
you are a third year student,
~~wmetimeo~r~eu~
coming semester break to re
flect on why y9u came to law
school and what you have en
joyed most during law school.
Employers detect ambiva
lence. For public interest em
ployers who usually base most
of their hiring decisions on
commitment to public interest
advocacy, your ambivalence
about where you want to work
may seem to them ambivalence
about working in public interest
law. Focusing your energy on a
few jobs that you really want
pays off. I have seen many stu 
dents who get THE job, they
want. That's because you work ,
harder at getting THE job you
want. Employers detect en
thusiasm , too.

First and Second Year Students
It may seem to you now that
you'll never get a summer job
(especially one that pays) . But
take heart in the fact that it's
much easier to get a summer
job than it is to get a permanent
one.
My · first suggestion, men
tioned earlier, is to look at your
summers as a way to explore
what you want to do and where
you want to live. You often have
a better chance of getting an ex
citing job if you're willing to live
in Idaho (representing farmers
facing foreclosure) or Mobil e
(where the Southern Poverty
Law project is located) than sit
.ting securely in a Northeastern
city.

Use your semester break to
explore
employment
possibilities for next summer. Look
in COO for the following : 1986
Public Interest Job Survey, Harvard Pro Bono Questionnaires
(a misnomer to me, since this
book list's many paying positions, not only pro bono work),
and' a copy of the. Harvard Publie Interest Law Directory. Also,
look for announcements on the
National Lawyers Guild Summe.r Projects, The Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council
internships
(LSCRRC),
see
sidebar, and The New York Publie Interest Symposium.
While first year students are

Diane Dean
often not eligible for many pos
itions; that isn't always the
case. All things being equal,
people with work experience
will have an advantage over
people without it. Employers
know that they can depend on
people with experience to come
to work, to get the job done on
time, and to act responsibly in
a professional setting .
People who have not worked
full-time nor held jobs with re
sponsibility, on the other hand,
have to 'pay their dues' one way
or another. It may be in the form
of taking an unpaid position
your first summer or living in
Idaho for ten weeks.
There are many work/study
positions available here in Buf
falo, for those of you who are
independent from your parents
and need something to live on .
My advice to you is to live on
the me~ger pay work/study of
fers while you live in a city such
as Buffalo which offers lots of
free activities and the cheapest
rental costs this side of the Mis
sissippi.
Once you have spent a sum
mer 'paying your dues', you will
not only have legal work experi
ence on your resume, you'll
have some lawyers to ask for
advice about where you should
look next.
That's my advice to second
year ·students on where to
begin their job search - call
your previous employer. Not
only does he or she know other
lawyers, your previous super
visor also knows your strengths
and weaknesses as a law clerk.
For instance, he or she may
suggest that you look for an em
ployer who can give you more
clie'nt contact, or courtroory, ex
perience. to let ypu structure
your outgoing nature into a
lega l forum .
For first year students who are
wondering what you ca n do

with what you're learning this
year, here are some suggestions. Public interest tort
lawyers take plaintiff cases.
Small firms use any money
won on tort liability cases to,__
offset the costs of doing pro
bono work. While most small
firms take tort cases, public in· terest law firms only take plaintiff-side tort cases.
Constitutional litigators, such
as The Center for Constitutional
Rights in New York City argue
appeals in federal court. Look
for an office's specialties in civil
rights, discrimination, prisoners' rights and other consitu tional questions, to apply what
you've learned in Constitu
tional Law. ·
Contract lawyers, in the pub
lic interest world, usually work
with small businesspeople in a
public interest law firm . While
purists may say that working
with any type of business is not
public interest work : I disagree.
Given the sweeping power of
multi-national
corporations,
who seem to be wiping out
small businesses, advocating
for a decentralized economy, to
me, is in the public interest.
- Criminal Law, of course,
gives you some idea of the is
sues facing D[strict Attorneys,
Public Defenders, and Prison
ers' Rights Advocates.

Third Year Students
It's true - there are far fewer
full-time public interest job
openings than summer posi
tipns. Here are some other facts
about public interest employ
ment :
- Public interest employers '
don't come to campus to inter
view you (except for a small
number, like the New York City
D.A.s, Legal Aid, and some fed 
eral government offices).
- Most public interest jobs
only come along when there
are openings.
- Public interest jobs are often
not filled until the end of spring
semester. (The Executive Direc
tor of the New York Civil Liber
ties Union got his first job in
Atlanta the day before classes
ended his third year of law
school. That job allowed him to
represent people who eventu 
ally became major figures in the
civil rights movement) .
- Public interest job payscales
look something like this : gov
ernment positions ($22-35,000).
private public interest law
firms, public defenders, district
attorneys, judicial clerkships
($20-30,000), Legal Services,
Teaching Fellowships ($1220,0d0) .
- Public interest employers
want people wtuwire dedicated
to public interest law. (One ex
treme of this is the Center for
Constitutional Rights which
does not interview anyone who
has ever worked at a law firm) .
- Public interest employees
are· given more work responsi 
bility more quickly than most
private firms . (Most public de
fenders start with a caseload of
200 and often do their first trial
withiQ the first month on the
job) .
- 3.6 percent of all law
graduates work in public . in 
terest ,positions : 6.8 percent of
al l UB graduates work ed in pub
lic interest jobs last year.
- You will get the job you
really want.

Over the semester break
spend a long time writing a
cover letter to each "type" of
employer you would consider
working for. Write one for_legal
services, one for a private pub
lic interest law firm, one for
government offices. Prepare
your resume like you've never
prepared it before - this com 
ing semester is THE semester
to secure a public interest job!
Decide, as best yo·u can ,
where you want to live, what
type of office you want to work
in, what type of work you want
to do 40 hours a week, and how
much you can afford to live on .
Be generous with yourself
about the pay. That first job is
always the hardest to get. Once
you're in the network, the sec
ond and third jobs almost come
to you. Taking a lower-paying
job in a less exciting city makes
yo_u a better candidate next year

for a higher paying job in a very
exciting city. Word has it that
once you are an "experienced
attorney," you compete with
only 6 candidates instead of the
50-100 people you ' re up against
now.
Next semester, look for judi
cial clerkships with lower
courts, such as Magistrate and
Bankruptcy, more teaching fel 
lowships, and legal services
jobs. Audrey says that only
about 30 percent of all
graduates have jobs on gradua
tion day. You'll have a much
better chance of being one of
that 30 percent if you take the
initiative and be assertive about
seeking out the employer you
want to work for . COO has bin- ·
ders, books, and announce
ments to help you get started.

**In the next issue : "A Key to
the New York Public Interest
Symposium "

LSCRRC Funding
by Diana Dean
The Law Students Civil Rights
Research Council is accepting
applications for its summer in
ternship
program .
Better
known as "LSCRRC" (lis-crick).
the group will fund law stu
dents who work in public in
terest jobs next summer.
LSCRRC began in the 60's as
a way to fund students to work
in the Civil Rights Movement. It
has since expanded to include
all forms of public interest law,
paying $2,000 for ten weeks.
Employers contribute half of
that sum.
You can either locate your
own employer to participate, or
accept a position LSCRRC of
fers . You have a better chance
of receiving an internship if you
fill an existing LSCRRC in
ternship or if you plan to live in
New York City for the summer.
The steps for the application
process are as follows :
1) Pick up a resume at COO .
Deadline is December 23.
2) Find an employer you want

to work with , if you cannot ac
cept a LSCRRC assigned posi
tion .
3) Call that employer and tell
them about LSCRRC and that
you want to work at their office.
If they agree to pay half of the
summer stipend, i.e ., $1,000,
then include that employer on
your application.
4) Sign up outside COO for
the peer interviews at the be
ginning ·of next semester.
(Everyone is interviewed) .
5) You'll hear about your ac
ceptance and funding by May

9, 1987.
_
6) Don't stop looking for a job
in the interim! While LSCRRC
funds many position, its budget
has been cut in the past few
years.
Many UB law students have
held LSCRRC summer posi
tions. it's an excellent opportu 
nity to work in public interest.
More informatii;>n on the pro
gram is available at COO .

BP/LP Courses
by Idelle Abrams

The Buffalo Public l11terest
mer. This year the panels fo
Law Program (BPILP). now in its
cused on labor law, environ
eighth year, has two main
mental law, legal services, and
goals. The group first wants to
criminal law.
.
promote public interest as a
BPILP also sponsors a sum
career option and, secondly,
mer internship program which ·
wants to create a social network
funds several student positions
of people interested in careers
at public interest agencies.
in the public sector.
"The biggest and best thing we
BPILP has recently announc
can do, " asserted Kulla, "is to
ed this year's "Registry Pro
get people actually working in
gram" which, beginning next
the field ." Last year BPILP fund
semester, will hook up students
ed two positions. One student
with public interest agencies for
worked with the Farmworkers
short term projects. These proj 
Legal Services in Rochester.
ects may require anywhere
The other student was with the
from five to forty hours of work
Client Advocacy Program in
to complete . The program pro
Buffalo, a group that focuses on
vides a unique opportunity to
the legal issues that arise in the
try out what it'is like to work in
mental health area .
a public interest agency. " It's
The group alsci sponsors
also a great way to make con
many social events, which ,
nections for summer jobs,
Kulla hopes, will lead to the de
especially for first years,"
velopment of a social network
explained Michael Kulla, presi 
for support and contacts
dent of BPILP. ·" It gives you ex
among people who are inter
perience and contacts out in the
ested in the public sector. BPILP
field ."
is also a charter member of the
Among its other activities this
Nation al Assoc iation of Public
year, BPILP, in conjunct ion with
Interest Law Groups which is
the Career Deve lopm ent Offi ce,
trying to build a ne.t work on a
offered a series of discussions
national scale to provide jobs
with students who worked in
-and support for people interp_ublic interest jobs last sµm ested in public sector careers .
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.IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO

SWITCH m PIEPER
WITHOUT _LOSS OF DEPOSIT.
So, ·you've made a nJistake. If you were lured into
another bar review course by a sales pitch in your first or
second year, and now want to SWITCH TO PIEPER,

then your deposit with that other·bar review course
will not be lost.
. Simply register for PIEPER and send proof of your
payment to the other bar review course (c9py of your
check with an affirmation that you have not and do not
anticipate receiving a refund). _You will receive a dollar for
..
dollar credit for up to. $150 toward your tuition in the
PIEPER BAR REVIEW.
For more information see yo~r Pieper Representatives or telephone
-

(516)

747-4311 ·

PIEPER NEW·YORK-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501
JUDITH KUBINIEC
BRIAN BORNSTEIN
DORIS CARBONELL
TERRANCE FLYNN
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Ad01i~istrative Restructuring Declared by Newhouse
(:ditor's note: The following is
t _ebtext of a memorandum distr1 uted to Law School faculty
and staff
Wed
d
on
nes ay,
Nove~ber 12. c~nce~ning the
ong~in~ admm1strat1on reorgamzation.)
by Wade ~ewhouse
One of the major responsibilities I was asked to undertake when I agreed to serve as
Dean during this transition
period, was to review· the administration structure of the
Law School which has evolved
over the years since UB became
a state institution, and initiate
some reallocation of duties and
reorganization
where
that
might improve our effectiveness, especially in dealing with
new developments in state
budget planning and new
technolo-g y. Such a reexamina tion and reorganization, where
necessary, is a necessary precondition to needed added resources where such additions
can be justified. As a step in the
process . of reviewing the organization of the administrative
structure .of the Law School, 1
am making the following
changes which are now in effeet.

and personnel matters. It is
ti_m_e_ ~o focus Charlie's res~ons1b11it1es on budget operations
d
.
.
planning, along with
an
closely related functions, in
~rder to ensure that he has the
time nece~sary to dev~te to
th0 se functions.
_
_
There!or~, as the first ste~ in
reorganization, the following
allo~~tion of resp~_nsibiliti:s is
now in effect. Additional adJustments and clarifications will be
made d~ring the course of this
academic year.
Assistant Dean for Budget and
Operations.
This position is held by
Charles Wallin . The responsibilities of this position inelude :
1) Responsible to lbe Dean in
managing the sta_
t e budget
and
coordinating
the
budgets
from
nonstate
funds . Responsible for assisting the Dean in planning
future budgets and in
analyzing spending and factors influencing spending .
2) Responsible for student financial aid administration.
3) Responsible to the Dean and
Associate Dean responsible
for student matters (pre-

Over the last 20 years, since
UB became_a state institution,
as the school went through a
period of rapid growth a
number of functions and responsibilities came to rest on
Charlie Wallin's desk. Charlie
came to the Law School when
Bill Hawkland was dean, when
the staff was much smaller and
growth and complexity was just
beginning. Those functions for
which Charlie was responsible
continued to expand under the
impact of the growth of the Law
School and university.
Budget planning and control
have become increasingly demanding . Charlie came to the
Law School from the budget office and his special expertise is
in the broad range of budget

sently Marjorie Girth) for
creationofclassandexami nr.1tion schedules, and for
scheduling the use of cl~ssrooms and other facilities
within the control of the law
school.
4) Responsible to the Dean for
reporting on the state of the
facilities and on maintenance needs, and responsi ble for the operation of the
facilities to the extent they
are within the control of the
-· Law School.
From time to time, during the
coming months, there will be
further definition and clarification of the scope of this position, as we -bring together
budget, personnel and financial
matters.

Memo· on Exams
(Editor's note: The following is
the text of a memorandum dis
tributed to law students on
Wednesday, November 12 con
cerning the spring examination
schedule.)
by Wade Newhouse and Mar
jorie Girth
The examination schedule
for the Spring Semester 1987
will not become final and pub
lished until after enrollment is
completed. This timing is
necessary in order to know
which courses enroll /I large
number of third year students.
Complaints concerning the
fall examination schedule are to
some extent misplaced . We in
herited the parameters for this
semester's overall schedule,
which was established last
spring . At that time, a decision
0

was made to begin classes one
week later than usual, because
Labor Day occurred on Sep
tember 1. The inevitable conse
quence of that decision was
that examinations would also
end one week later than usual.
Under the normal course of
events, the fall semester would
begin at least a week before
Labor Day and the exam
schedule would obviously end
several days earlier in De
cember. However, if students
feel so strongly about the end 
ing date of the fall semester
examinations,
they should
make their feelings known
through the SBA and that ·
would be taken into considera 
tion in establishing the fall
·semester schedule in the fu 
ture.

Assistant Dean for Admissions,
Student Affairs and Special
Program.
.
__
This posItIon is held by
Aundra Newell. The responsibilities of this position inelude:
1) Responsible to the Dean for
the management of the Ad- ·
missions process, working
with the Chair of the Faculty
Admissions Committee. (Of
course, during the transition
period over the next few
months, Charlie Wallin will
assist Aundra by_ passing
along his knowledge and understanding of how the ad missions process has been
conducted in the past.)
2) Responsible for the overall
recruitment program .
3) Responsible for the administrative aspects of the Legal
Methods program, working
closely with. the Faculty
Committee on Special Programs. It is important that
responsibility for minority
students and the Special
Program should not be isolated from the general aperation of admissions and student affairs, but should be
seen as an integral part of

the affairs of the school.
4) Responsible, with assistance from the Associate
Dean responsible for student matters (presently Marjorie Girth), for student affairs, including commencements and working with student organizations to promote student activities.
From time to time, during the
coming months, there will be
further definition and clarification of the scope of this posi tion , as we review the admissions process and the increased
use of computers for all administrative functions.

Marie McLeod will continue
to work as an integral part _of
the admissions process and
provide secretarial assistance

Anna Maria Nik'a nder joined
the secretarial staff on Thursday, November 13. She is located in room 317 and provides
secretarial assistance for Associate Dean Girth , Associate
Dean Schlegel, Associate Dean
Carrel and Assistant Dean
Newell. (For the time .l;>eing,
Marie McLeod will also be ava ilable to assist Aundra Newell.)
The faculty who, most recently,
were
assigned
to
Maria
Calamita (Professors Carr and
Ewing) will be reassigned in the
secretarial pool for the faculty .
Rita Thomson, who is paid
from nonstate funds, will continue to be available on a parttime basis to provide assistance
to Cleo.

In the Public Interest, a collectively-published review of law
and society, is currently seeking
articles for publication . The
magazine is committed to printing articles which examine
legal issues in their social , historical, and political contexts .
The magazine has been in exis tence for six years and is distributed to law libraries, public interest law firms and organiza . tions all over the country.
Our main source of material
has generally been seminar pa pers by law students, but we are
also interested in receiving
work by faculty members and
law practitioners as well as writing from the perspectives of
other disciplines.

We are looking for well-written and researched papers
which discuss public interest
law subjects. If you would like
to see your papers in print or
are aware of seminar papers
which should be published,
please let us read them. Last
year ' we were able to publish
about one-fifth of the material
we received . The authors of
those papers we do publish will
have an opportunity to revise
their articles while working
closely with the editorial staff
of the ·magazine. Keep the pos sibi lity of publication by In the
Public Interest in mind when
selecting research topi cs in the
future .
All manuscripts for sub-

mission must be received no
later than January 15th, 1987.
To insure anonymity, your
manuscript should be labeled
with Social Security number
only and placed, along with a
sealed envelope with your so cial security number on the outside and your name, bo x
number and phone number on .
th'e inside, in the Center for Pub lie Interest Law box in the third
floor mailroom or the envelope
outside our office in Room 118.
For more information about
pub lication or if you are in terested in working on the editIng and publication of the
magazine, co ntact Sara Nichols
or Molly Dwyer, co -editors-inchief.

The Registrar.
This position is held by Helen
Crosby . She will now report to
the Associ ate Dean responsible
for student matters (presently
Marjorie Girth) with respect to
academic records, and to the
Assistant Dean for Admissions
with respect to admissions and
enrollment matters.
• • • •

s •

for Charles Wallin (For the time
being, she will c~ntinue to be
·1 bl
t
· t A d
ava1 a e
o ass1s
un ra
Newell as noted below ) The
scope ~f her position wiil also
be reexamined during the next
few months, as we do more detailed planning with respect to
the computer operation and
secretarial assistance for ad ministrators and consider the
addition of personnel to the
third floor .
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LibraQ· Crowding
Sizeland remarked that current
seating in the library " barely
meets ABA accreditation ·stan 
dards " and overcrowded li
brary facilities " won 't do much
for us in the futu.ie.'.'.....w.ith either
the ABA or the Gourman Re
port. The Law School recently
plummeted from 17 to 39 in the
report.
One plan to assure law stu 
dents room in the library is to
increase the number of re
served seats during exams to
150. This would involve "mak
ing new spaces on the fourth
and si xth floors. " said Sizeland,
because there aren 't enough
closed carrels now.
Although the Library Com 
mittee is concerned tha t" under
graduates seeking qui et pl aces
to study will be "di spl ac in g
peopl e who need to use th e re
sources th at are only in th e Law
Library," sa id Gibson , th e Li
brary Comm itt ee is relu ctant to
begin restri ct ed access .
UB is a state un iversi ty and
its se rvi ce are supposed to be
open to all . Size land says th at
th e committ ee has " moral dif
fi culti es with restric tin g publi c
facil ites." Eth ics as ide, it w ou ld
cost "$400-500 " to hire staff to
enforce restri ctio ns aga inst

people who don't need the li 
brary for law-related study. Any
restriction on library use would
also require approval by the
University administration .
The Student Bar Association,
however, would endorse re
stricted access for exam
periods if it bec<)me necessary
because non-law students were
crowding out !aw students.
While noting that cost has al 
ways been an obstacle to the
idea, SBA President Brett Gil
bert also said that " there has
always been a call to restrict "
the library because "there' s
barely enough room for law
students." Gilbert sa id he
th inks the administration would
be "m ore receptive" now du e
to th e UGL ta keover.
Restri ction will not be neces
sa ry if th e UGC proposa l is
turned down . Th e SBA sent
" a strongly -worded letter" to
Vi ce President for University
Se rvi ces Robert J . Wagn er ob
jecting to th e use of UGL for of
fi ce space. Gilbert will also try
to meet w ith Wagn er and em
phas ize th e negativ e effect it
would have on the Law School.
Wagn er will m ake a deci sion on
th e UGC plan Dece mber 5.

• • • • • • • •
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Mr. Robert J. Wagner
Vice President for University Services
520 Capen Hall

Vandalism .... . . . . .
a large population of people
other than law students, law
faculty and staff that travel
through this building and have
access at any time, " she said.
Newell thinks it might be ap
propriate to increase security in
the law school, "and not just be
ca1,1se of these indicents." Her
concern is that "we are so ac
cessible, and additi~nal secu
rity on a campus-wide level
would be a step in the right di
rection." However, Newhouse
expressed concern about in
creasing security. "You can't

as a minority person .. . so my
ability to grow in this field
would be hampered first by the
color of my skin ."
The first afternoon panel ad
dressed the issue of affirmative
action . The way you demon
strate a real commitment to a
policy of affirmative action, said
Carty-Bennia, is simply by hir
ing women and minorities.
More
specifically,
she
suggested that law school ad
ministrators should begin to
talk with employers about the
employment needs of women
and minorities. " A law school
cannot run an affirmative action
program on the admissions
level without doing something
to insure, on the employment
end .of it, that there are going
to be jobs for those who get ad
mitted. "
Similarly, Marcus proposed
that women and minor.ity stu
dents begin a process of com
munication with law school ad
ministrators about their experi
ences regarding the employ
ment practices of those em
ployers who interview at the
school. Marcus consider~ !!iis
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an important step because "it
is important not ·to keep these
things private. It is important to
make it a kind of public state
ment."
The final panel discussion
was on the topic of public sector
vs. private sector employment.
Assistant
District
Attorney
Jerry McGrier indicated that
working ln t he public sector
provides certain advantages
that the private sector does not
have. "For one, you are given
a lot of responsibility when you
first get out of law school."
This, he said, made him a better
lawyer because "I progressed
fas,er than many other people
I went to school with who are
now in the private sector."
Mark Pierce, regional director
for the National Labor Relations
Board, agreed that, unlike the
private sector, public service
provides more opportunities
for personal and professional
growth. "From the first year I
got th is job with the NLRB they
had me out there trying cases
right away, interacting with .
other lawyers and forcing me
to stand on my own two feet as

knowledge that people in the
law school are aware of the situ
ation and that people will report
such incidents may, in itself, be
a deterrent, said Newell.
In the long run, it would prob
ably not be possible to get rid
of this type of behavior com
pletely. As Newell said, uWhatever people are, they bring to
this institution. You're bound to
have some problems like this.
There's no ~ay you can eradi
cate it totally other than turning
it into a police state and no one
wants that."

Recruitment Cmte. to Meet

The UB Law School Recruitof the students, faculty and staff
ment Committee is in the proof UB Law School. The Committee is in need of high quality
cess of developing new stratphotographs which depict the
egies and materials to aid in recruitment efforts. One of the
the,:ne, "The Life of a Law Stuareas for development involves
dent in Buffalo." Selected
photographs will be used in the
the creation of v isual aids to
help promote the Law School
various visually-oriented mateto i:vospective applicants.
rials to be developed for the reTo facilitate the creation of
cruitment campaign.
these visual aids, the commitThe Recruitment Committee
tee is soliciting the participation
.e ncourages everyone to particiPage fourteen The Opinion December 3, 1986
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I am a student who is concerned about the
current shortage of library seating on
this campus. I urge you not to make the
situation worse by taking 200 study
spaces located in the Undergraduate Library
for use by administrators of the
Undergraduate College.

pate in this project. If you are
interested
in
participating,
please attend an organizational
meeting on Wednesday, De
cember 3, in room 406 O'Brian
Hall at 11 a.m. For further infor
mation please contact Errol
Meidinger, Chairman, in room
529 O'Brian Hall or Aundra
Newell, Assistant Dean in room
314 O'Brian Hall.

continucdlromp.i!,!C!

early as possible."
According to Professor Carty
Bennia, the private sector has
been far less responsive in the
area of affirmative action with
respect to lawyers. One reason,
she said, has to do with the way
in which minority students
structure their own courses.
" Sometimes the self-selection
that goes on with respect to not
taking a predominant load of
commercial, corporate kinds of
courses can only work against
us if we want to pursue a career
in the private sector."
But this problem, she main
tained, is closely related to the
question of affirmative action in
legal education itself. "I think
that if there was greater diver
sity, ifthere were more minority
faculty teaching in the commer
cial law arena, more of us
would in fact take more courses
in that area. We would probably
get turned on to it simply by
seeing somebody else who is
distinctly on that turf, and who
has a prolonged interest in the
area of commercial law."
Overall, there was one com
mon theme th~oughout Law
Day: to learn to work together
for common goals and com 
mon objectives, no matter how
narrow those goals and objec
tives might be.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • t·ontinued fron, page I

post a guard in every hallway,"
he said. "That in itself would
change the environment," as
well as create an outpouring of
i tion. There are
student oppos_
also the constraints of money
and manpower.
So far these incidents have
been handled on an individual
basis as they occur. Both
Newell and Newhouse were
con-earned that publicity about
or warnings against such activ
ity would only encourage
people to continue to behave in
this manner. However, the

I

I
II

Dear Vice President Wagner:

Law Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .... . ..... .... . .
begin to appreciate that this is
not just a racial or ethnic kind
of a situation . We are dealing
in a .class struggle, and those
class lines often hold a greater
bond than the race and ethnic
divisions that people are artifi 
cially setting up for us."
In addition to networking ,
Professor Ma rcus emphasized
the need for women and other ·
minorities to become more
vocal in the classroom . " I be
lieve that faculty who are con
cerned about issues of racism
and sexism . in law schools do
need the support of students in
the class because there is a
point at which , although one is
in a position of authority, your
position is much more tenuous
in terms of your credibility with
students."
Donna Humphrey a~dressed
the question of whether em
ployers seeking to hire women
look at the applicant as a person
of color, or simply as a woman.
White women, she said, are
more likely to get job offers
from private firms than a Black
woman would "because they
do not see me as a woman but

continucdfromP,age I
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WE ARE RESUME PRINTING .
SPECIALISTS/
CALL US OR VISIT US FOR A
QUOTATION TODAY/

3171 Main StrNt
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Buffalo, NY
835-0100
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Recruiting , • , l inm page 8
formation at their career place
ll_lent office, the department
chairperson at their school, or
by writing to :
Director
NYC Urban Fellows Program
220 Church St. - Rm. 338
New York, NY 10013
or call (212) 233-0489

HELP-WANTED
Part-Time , Year-Round . Instructors Needed
For L.S.A.T. Preparation Course. Candidate
Must Possess BA, High Board Scores .
Good Communication Skills.
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.
837-8022
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WHEN: Thursday, ·oecember 4
9:30 p.. m. ~ 12:30 a.m.
WHERE: THE PIERCE ARROW
422 EVANS STREET
WHAT: Beer, Pop, Wings,
2-FOR-1 DRINKS
'

'

PRICE: $4 Admission,

Like To Write? Like To Meet People?
Like To Take Pietures? ~~

"~
Ql

Then· We'd Like To Have
You On Our Staff--Corne Work For The Opinion Next
Semester
SBA Briefs

fmmp"gc9

Please seek out the student
members of the Library Com
mittee (names on the SBA bul
letin board) and tell them what
you think.
SBA PARTY. An END-OF
THE-SEMESTER Party will be
held on Thursday, December 4,
from 9 p.m. to ? at The Pierce
Arrow. Free beer, wine, soda,
and wings all for a nominal ad
mis~ion price. saA social chair
woman, Robin Miller, worked
hard on this one. She's doing a
great jobl Remember to keep
Thursday, December 4 open .
Well, that's it for now. Have
a Happy Thanksgiving and may
Cole and Deitz be with youf .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Opinion schedule for the 1987 Spring Semester is as follows:

ISSUE

COPY
DEADLINE*

LAYOUT••

DATEOF
PUBLICATION

27:9
27: 10
27: 11
27: 12
27:13
27: 14
27: 15

Tues.. Jan. 20
Mon., Feb. ·2
Mon.. Feb. _16
Mon., Mar. 2
Mon., Mar. 16
Mon., Mar.30
Mon.'. Apr. 13

Thur. , Jan . 22
Thur. , Feb. 5
Thur., Feb. 19
Thur. , Mar. 5
Thur. , Mar. 19
Thur., Apr. 2
Thur., ~pr._1.§

Wed. , Jan. 28
Wed. , Feb. I I
Wed ., Feb. 25
Wed ., Mar. I I
Wed. , Mar. 25
Wed., Apr. 8
Tue. , Apr. 29

• Deadline is 12:00 noon.
•• Layout is in The Opinion office, room 724 O'Brian Hall at 5 p.m.
All articles must be typed double-spaced . Submissi'bns can be placed in the manila envelope outside The Opinion office, room
724 O'Brian Hall, or in mailbox 846.

THE STAFF OF THE OPINION WISHES
EVERYONE GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!
HAPP~, HOLIDAYS!
Decerhl>er 3, 1986
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